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2.0 Abstract
Foundation air disc brakes bring Class 8 semi-trailers to a stop by converting
kinetic energy into thermal energy. Recently, side skirts have been added to the
underside of semi-trailers to improve fuel economy. The reduction in airflow under the
trailer they create has potential to increase brake temperatures by reducing convection
heat transfer. This will require an increase in conduction and radiation heat transfer to the
surrounding wheel-end parts. Additional heat transfer to the surrounding parts could
increase the temperatures in the hub and bearing to damaging levels.
CFD analyses were developed to model the airflow under the semi-trailer with and
without side skirts to calculate the average heat transfer coefficients for the wheel-end
components. Transient FEA’s were created to model the temperature distribution versus
time in a disc brake wheel-end for constant drag braking scenarios. The CFD simulation
was manually coupled with the FEA. Heat transfer coefficients from CFD were passed to
FEA and temperature from FEA was transferred to the CFD in an iterative process.
The results have demonstrated that the methodology is capable of predicting
wheel-end temperatures, dependent on convection heat transfer from the airflow around
the brake. The wheels around the wheel-end assembly have the largest impact on
convection heat transfer from the wheel-end. Trailer side skirts also reduce convection
heat transfer, but to a lesser extent than the wheels. They have the largest impact at
higher vehicle speed. The hub and bearings did not reach sufficient temperatures to
cause damage during the drag braking event; however, it was determined that hub and
rotor geometry can dramatically change the temperatures reached at the bearings.
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7.0 Nomenclature
ANSYS Fluent – CFD software utilized for fluid analysis
ANSYS Mechanical – FEA software utilized for conduction heat transfer analysis
𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 – Contact surface area of an interface
𝐶 – Specific heat
CFD – Computational Fluid Dynamics
CV – Commercial Vehicle
CVDB – Commercial Vehicle Disc Brake
𝐷 – Diameter of a mounting bolt
DG – Downhill Grade
Domain – Fluid region in a simulation model
FEA – Finite Element Analysis
Foundation Brake – The braking component assembly located at the wheel-end of
a vehicle (the primary element of the braking system).
FVM – Finite Volume Method
𝑔 – Acceleration of the vehicle due to gravity
GAWR – Gross Axle Weight Rating
GVWR – Gross Vehicle Weight Rating
HT – Heat Transfer
ℎ or HTC – Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 – Thermal contact conductance
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑(𝑎𝑣𝑔) – Average thermal contact conductance of a bolted joint
ID – Inside diameter
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𝐾 – Torque-friction coefficient
𝑘 – Thermal conductivity of the fluid
𝐾𝐸 – Kinetic Energy
LBS – Lattice Boltzmann Solver
𝑀 – Mass of the vehicle
𝑚 – Mass distributed to the ground through one wheel-end
𝑁 – Number of interface mounting bolts in a bolted joint
𝑛𝑒 – The total number of nodes in a finite element
𝑃𝐸 – Potential Energy
𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 – Average interface pressure of a bolted joint
𝑝 – Pressure or normal stresses
𝑞𝑎 , 𝑞𝑐 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑞𝑟 = Applied, convective, and radiative heat fluxes, respectively
𝑞𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 – Radiation thermal energy from a black body
𝑞𝑟𝑎𝑑 – Radiation thermal energy from a gray body
𝑞 " – Heat flux in three dimensions
𝑞𝑠" – Local surface heat flux
𝑄 – Internal heat generation per unit volume
𝑄̇ – Brake power input
𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 – Conduction heat transfer through a contact interface
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 – Thermal resistance
𝑅𝑃𝑀 – Revolutions per minute
𝑇 – Temperature
𝑇𝑏 – Recommended bolt tightening torque
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𝑇𝑠 – Temperature of the surface
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 – Reference temperature of the free stream fluid moving over a surface
Δ𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 – Temperature difference between two surfaces in contact
𝑡 – Time
𝑆𝐸 – Energy source term
𝑆𝑀 𝑥 – Body forces in the “x” direction
SolidWorks – 3D Parametric Modeling Software utilized for all geometry
SLR – Static Loaded Radius of the tire to the center of the axle
STAR-CCM+ – CFD software utilized for fluid analysis.
𝑢 – Fluid velocity in the “x” direction
𝑣 – Fluid velocity in the “y” direction
𝑤 – Fluid velocity in the “z” direction
𝑣1 – Original velocity of the vehicle
𝑣2 – Final velocity of the vehicle
Γ 𝑒 – The boundary of a typical finite element
𝜖 – Thermal emissivity of a surface
𝜌 – Fluid density
𝜏𝑤 𝑖 – Brake torque
𝜏𝑥𝑦 – Viscous stress terms
𝜓𝑖 – The interpolation (shape) function of a finite element
Ω𝑒 – A typical finite element
𝜔 – Finite element weight function
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8.0 Introduction
Commercial Vehicles are the backbone of industrialized society around the world,
delivering products and performing services on which millions of people depend.
Commercial vehicles have numerous mechanical, electrical, and computer systems that
allow them to operate in a reliable and safe manner. The braking system is a key element
in the operation of a commercial vehicle. It is responsible for safely bringing the mass of
a moving vehicle to a complete stop. To do so, the braking system must dissipate the
vehicle kinetic energy in the form of heat. In recent years, increased pressure towards
better fuel economy of commercial vehicles and tractor-trailer combinations has
compelled semi-trailers to be outfitted with aerodynamic devices that may reduce airflow
around the foundation brakes. Concern exists that the reduced airflow may enable heat
from braking to damage other components on the trailer.

8.1 Semi-Trailer Air Disc Brakes
The focus of this work is semi-trailer aerodynamics and their impact on heat dissipation
from air disc foundation brakes. A typical 53 foot, Class 8 (GVWR > 33,000 lb) van style
semi-trailer was chosen for the basis of the study, because they are relatively common
on North American highways and they are relevant to improvement in aerodynamic
qualities (see Section 8.3). A picture of a 53 foot van trailer is shown in Figure 1. Disc
brakes were chosen for study, rather than the conventional S-Cam drum brakes also
found on trailers, because they are increasing in popularity in North America. They have
been the standard commercial vehicle brake type in Europe since the late 1990’s. An
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example of an air disc foundation brake is shown in Figure 2 and a cross-sectional view
of a disc brake wheel-end assembly is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1: Typical 53 foot Class 8 Van Trailer

Figure 2: Air Disc Foundation Brake Installed on a Semi-Trailer
23

Figure 3: Air Disc Brake Wheel-End Assembly Section View
Modern air disc foundation brakes are actuated by the tractor and trailer brake
systems using air lines to deliver pressure to brake chambers. The brake chambers are
mounted on to the inboard side of the brake caliper. A piston inside the chamber
translates into the rear of the caliper and actuates a lever mechanism. The brake caliper
is mounted via slides (guide pins) to the brake carrier, which is rigidly mounted to the
trailer axle. During a brake application, the inboard brake pad translates outward, while
the caliper translates inward with the outboard pad, until the rotor is clamped between the
pads. The clamping force creates a frictional force on the rotor, which retards rotor, hub,
and wheel rotation to stop the vehicle.
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8.2 Disc Brake Heat Dissipation
A commercial vehicle in motion has a large amount of kinetic energy. Commercial
vehicle brake systems experience much higher brake loading and energy dissipation
requirements than passenger vehicles, due to much greater loading capacities.
Commercial vehicles sometimes require more frequent brake applications [1]. Brakes
must also stop the vehicle in a variety of situations that include different road grades,
vehicle payloads, and speeds. In order to bring a commercial vehicle to a stop, the
foundation brakes must dissipate kinetic energy. Ultimately, the braking energy must be
transformed to heat that is expelled to the surrounding air and vehicle components. When
trying to understand the behavior of a semi-trailer foundation brake, one can ignore the
heat dissipation to the environment if only a single stop is studied. If, however, repetitive
or long drag braking is of interest, the brake system builds up heat that must be dissipated
[1]. Generally, the primary concern is the cooling of the disc brake rotor in order to
maintain temperatures that will not cause damage to the brake components. High
temperatures can cause issues such as brake fade, judder, and high pad wear [2]. Heat
can be transported away from the brake assembly via the three modes of heat transfer:
conduction, convection, and radiation. Many studies focus on convection heat transfer
and its primary role in disc brake cooling (see Section 9.5); however, conduction and
radiation modes should not be ignored, especially where brakes reach higher
temperatures [1], [3].
Heat leaving the brake is partially absorbed by the surrounding components.
Although they are not tied directly to brake functionality, the wheels, tires, wheel bearings,
hub lubricant, seals, and axle spindle are all safety critical components. Degradation or
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failure of any of one of these components due to increase in temperature has the potential
for causing property damage and accidents. Each of these components has temperature
limits imposed by material and physical properties. If exceeded, damage can occur.

8.3 Fuel Economy Pressure and Trailer Aerodynamics
Driven by the pressure for increased fuel economy, significant research and
development has been applied towards reducing losses and inefficiencies in commercial
vehicle operation. One of the primary avenues for reducing inefficiency is the reduction
of aerodynamic drag. Semi-trailers have not been exempt from this, and there has been
much effort in the industrial and academic realms to study it further. In the “Confidence
Report on Trailer Aerodynamic Device Solutions” [4], a review of the current market status
of aerodynamic devices on trailers was performed. As of today, there are many devices
available in the market that have been shown to increase fuel economy. Three main
regions around semi-trailers have been exploited to impact aerodynamics: the tail,
underbody, and the gap between truck and trailer [4]. Devices such as Trailer Tails, side
skirts (Figure 4), and nose cones address these three areas, respectively.
This project did not perform any research on the drag reduction or efficiency
performance of trailer aerodynamic devices. Instead, it focused on the impact the
aerodynamic devices have on the operation of the trailer foundation brakes and wheelends. A reduction in aerodynamic drag on a semi-trailer will inherently impact the amount
of energy dissipation required from the braking system. The more efficiently a vehicle
rolls, the more work the brakes must perform in a stop [5]. This phenomenon is also not
within the scope of this work, but could be an area of future research. The aerodynamic
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devices on a trailer have the potential to reduce the amount of brake cooling that occurs
via convection, which is the primary mode of heat transfer for a trailer brake for most
applications. Conduction and radiation play a lesser part but are more significant at lower
speeds and higher temperatures [1]. The area of interest is the trailer underbody, where
devices like trailer side skirts reduce the amount of airflow underneath the trailer to the
brakes. This may cause conduction and radiation to play a larger part in brake cooling. If
heat dissipation from the brakes via conduction and radiation increases, this may increase
the heat transferred to the wheel-end components.

Figure 4: Example of Trailer Side Skirts
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8.4 Research Rationale
As described in Section 8.3, implementation of aerodynamic side skirts on semitrailers will continue to increase. More and more trailers on the road may see a reduced
amount of airflow passing underneath the trailer to the foundation brakes. Foundation
disc brakes depend substantially on convective heat transfer, empowered by airflow, to
dissipate the large amounts of heat generated during vehicle braking. With a reduced
presence of convection heat transfer, the other modes, conduction and radiation, will play
a larger part in keeping the brake cool.
Wheel-end components such as the bearings and oil or grease, are in close
proximity to the brakes. During normal operation of a brake with sufficient convection heat
transfer, the wheel-end components may experience a temperature rise from brake
operation. If the addition of aerodynamic side skirts reduces convection and requires
more conduction/radiation to keep brake temperatures down, then the surrounding
components may experience a greater temperature rise. The wheel-bearing grease or oil
in the hub has a temperature limit. If this limit is exceeded, the grease or oil no longer
provides adequate lubrication for the bearings. When grease or oil lubrication is
compromised, the wheel-bearings and hub can be damaged. Damage to the bearings
and hub represent a safety risk and needs to be mitigated.
Because of the damage risk to the wheel-bearings and hub from increased
temperatures, it is imperative that the effects of adding the trailer side skirts are studied
with respect to the foundation brakes. It was the goal of this thesis to study these effects
and identify relationships between vehicle braking conditions, aerodynamic scenarios,
and the damage to the wheel-end and wheel-bearings. The reduced airflow caused by
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the trailer side skirts was modeled. The reduction in convection heat transfer from the
reduced airflow was applied to a model of the transient heat dissipation from the
foundation brake. This model estimated brake, hub, and bearing temperatures to
determine if the addition of the trailer side skirts creates a risk for wheel-end and bearing
damage.

8.5 Objectives, Outcomes, and Hypothesis
The research objectives, expected outcomes, and the hypothesis are presented in
the following subsections.

Research Objectives
The first major objective of this study was to develop a numerical “CFD/FEA” model
to study heat dissipation from a semi-trailer disc brake, per the items listed below:


Implement boundary conditions from literature to model heat flow into the brake rotor



Study the active parameters in the heat transfer model



Quantify the influence of aerodynamics on the heat dissipation behavior.
The second primary objective was to determine the major factors which influence

the wheel-end component temperatures.


Explore the relationship between active parameters and wheel-end component
temperatures.



Evaluate the impact of different drag braking scenarios on wheel-end component
temperature.
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Expected Outcomes
The expected outcomes from this research were:


Determination of the thermal behavior throughout the foundation brake and wheel-end
components.



Thermal behavior for various braking and aerodynamic scenarios.



Determination of key factors that most significantly influence wheel-end temperatures.



Ability to assess potential heat damage to wheel-end components.

Research Hypothesis
The introduction of aerodynamic underbody trailer devices such as side skirts will
cause the brake to demonstrate an overall increase in temperature when compared with
trailers without aerodynamic underbody devices. However, the impact of the aerodynamic
devices will be diminished by the wheels on the trailer, which already significantly obstruct
airflow to the foundation brakes.
The slight increase in brake temperature and reduction in heat dissipation will
cause wheel-end temperatures to increase primarily via conduction and radiation heat
transfer. The effect of reduced convection heat transfer from the wheel-end components
(not the brakes) will be measurable, but will have less of an impact compared to the
increase in radiation and conduction heat transfer to the wheel-end parts.
It is hypothesized that the increase in wheel-end temperatures from aerodynamic
devices will not typically cause damage. However, the possibility exists for high duty cycle
applications with heat generation that occurs for a long period of time.
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8.6 Methodology Overview
As mentioned in Section 8.5, the research objectives were to develop a CFD / FEA
model to describe the transient thermal behavior of a CVDB wheel-end. A transient FEA
model was developed to calculate the temperature distribution of the brake rotor with
respect to time. A steady-state CFD model was created to obtain convection HTC’s that
were utilized in the FEA model. Because HTC’s are dependent on temperature, it was
necessary to couple the CFD and FEA solutions.
The CFD and FEA models were coupled using a manual, iterative process. This
process is described in Figure 5 (also Figure 18). The steps are summarized in the
bulleted list below. See Section 11.1 for a more detailed description.


Step 1: CFD models of the fluid domain were solved to obtain surface
averaged HTC’s at ambient temperatures.



Step 2: The HTC’s were applied to the FEA model, which output the surface
averaged transient temperature distribution versus time.



Step 3: The transient temperature distributions were utilized to run more
CFD analyses corresponding to seven time points from the FEA. These
produced HTC vs. time curves.



Step 4: The transient FEA model was solved again, this time with time
dependent HTC’s.



Step 5: The resulting FEA surface temperatures were compared with the
assumed CFD surface temperatures. If they matched, the iterative process
was complete. If they didn’t match, then steps 3 and 4 were repeated.
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This simulation workflow was implemented for all of the analysis cases described
in Table 1 and Table 2. In total 7 individual simulations were run. The overall geometry
for each case is summarized in Figure 6. See Section 11.2 for more details.

Figure 5: CFD-FEA Simulation Workflow Diagram
Table 1: Summary of Analysis Geometry Cases
Case #
1
2-U
2-F
3
4

CFD Components

FEA Components

Brake rotor, hub, bearings, and
axle
All wheel-end and brake rotor, Brake rotor, hub, bearings, axle,
wheels, and tires.
and wheels
Same as 2-U, except with Flat
Same as 2-U, except with Flat
Rotor
Rotor
Addition of standard trailer
Same as Case 2-F
components to 2-F
Addition of trailer side skirts to
Same as Case 2-F
Case 3
All wheel-end and brake rotor
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Brake
Scenarios
1
1
1
1, 2
1, 2

Table 2: Braking Energy Input Scenarios
Scenario # Vehicle Speed (km/hr)
1
2

30
88.51

Incline (%) Drag Time (s)
6
3

Figure 6: Summary of Geometry Cases
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9.0 Literature Review
This literature review has been broken up into six different sections. In Section 9.1,
increases in wheel-end temperature are discussed, with the main focus on how increased
wheel-end temperatures can be detrimental to safe operation of a semi-trailer. Section
9.2 examines literature on the topic of aerodynamic devices being used on Class 8 semitrailers. Section 9.3 discusses the friction interface at the brake pads to understand how
heat generation at the pads can be simplified in modeling. Section 9.4 analyzes research
on the thermomechanical response of disc brake rotors to thermal stresses. The following
section, 9.5, reviews multiple papers on heat dissipation from brakes. Thermal contact
resistance, with a focus on vehicle wheel-end applications, is discussed in Section 9.6 to
provide background for the contact resistance model used in this study. All of the studies
reviewed in the first six sections are summarized and logically compared in Section 9.7
to establish a basis for the modeling methods presented in Sections 10.0 and 11.0.

9.1 Implications of Wheel-End Temperature
Commercial vehicle brakes generate heat as kinetic energy is removed from the
moving vehicle. When excessive, this heat can be damaging to the brake system and
reduce performance. Friction materials used in brakes have temperature thresholds,
based on specific material properties. Above these thresholds, brake performance suffers
due to a reduction in friction coefficient. Heat in brakes can also cause a loss of braking
capacity due to lack of maintenance and improper adjustment [6]. The work of Scott et al.
demonstrated and replicated a real-world scenario where commercial vehicle runaway
occurred and caused a multi-vehicle collision [7]. This highlights the importance of
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maintaining proper foundation brake temperatures to ensure adequate vehicle stopping
power.
The wheel bearings of a commercial vehicle also generate heat during normal
operation. Excessive temperatures can be an indication of improper maintenance and
damage to the wheel bearing assembly [8]. Hart [8] describes an example where the
bearings in a vehicle failed, eventually causing a vehicle fire. Marty Ahrens found that
mechanical failures contribute to 56% of fires in commercial vehicles [9]. This study didn’t
have specific wheel-end, bearing or brake data, but it showed that tires were a leading
item first ignited in truck fires near the engine, running gear, or wheel area. Wheel-end
component and bearing damage can also result in a wheel separation event. A study
performed in Ontario, Canada in 2004 researched typical failure modes of 643 wheel-off
incidents between 1997 and 2003. Wheel bearings accounted for 26% of incidents [10].
Heat from malfunctioning wheel bearings has the potential to inflict significant property
damage and injury.
This project is focusing on the possibility that heat from the foundation brake could
cause damage to the wheel-end and wheel bearings. Hub lubricants (oil or grease) have
a designated operating temperature range. When this range is exceeded, the grease or
oil may no longer provide effective lubrication. Products exist such as the “HubAlert” by
Spectra [11], which monitors if wheel-hub temperatures have exceeded a recommended
level. HubAlert product information indicates a maximum temperature of 107°C (225°F)
is acceptable for the hub. A more thorough inspection and evaluation of the wheel-end
should occur if temperatures exceed 121°C (250°F). Grease manufacturers publish
approximate operating ranges for grease. For example, Mobilith SHC 007, a grease
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typically used in semi-trailer wheel hubs, has a safe operating range of -50°C to 150°C (58°F to 302°F) [12]. If the foundation brake is capable of increasing the hub temperature
above these thresholds, then the possibility exists for the brakes to cause lack of
lubrication and wheel-bearing damage.

9.2 Commercial Vehicle and Semi-Trailer Aerodynamics
Commercial vehicle aerodynamics have undergone significant research for the
primary goal of decreasing vehicle drag and increasing fuel economy. Often the focus is
on the tractor, or powered vehicle, rather than the semi-trailer [4]. Nonetheless, there
have been substantial improvements to trailer aerodynamics via the use of various trailer
add-on devices.
The main purpose of a report published by the NACFE [4], was to help the trucking
industry understand the aerodynamic devices available for trailers. This report provided
unbiased review of the devices and encouraged the industry to buy into them as cost
saving technologies. The focus was on van trailers because these are the easiest to
improve aerodynamically (see Figure 1). The NACFE research found that the primary
benefit from aero devices is fuel economy increase – 1 to 10% depending on the type of
devices chosen. Adding side skirts to semi-trailers was the most common add-on – 30%
of trailers now equipped. Side skirts are netting an average 3% fuel economy gain. It is
clear from this report that side skirts and other trailer aero devices will continue to see
increased utilization.
As indicated in the Confidence Report [4], trailer side skirts are the most widely
adopted aerodynamic devices for trailers. They also have the most direct impact on the
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braking system because of their close proximity to it. To support the implementation of
side skirts, there is some limited research studying their benefits with wind tunnel testing
and CFD. Two studies on this topic are reviewed in the following paragraphs.
Dasarathan et al. performed a wind tunnel/CFD study to investigate the drag
coefficient of semi-trailers with/without side skirts. The geometry studied was a North
American 53 foot trailer and Class 8 sleeper cab truck in three configurations: Trailer
without aerodynamic devices, trailer with a nose fairing, and a trailer with side skirts.
Experimental data showed a 1.6% drag decrease for the nose fairing geometry and a
13.1% decrease for the trailer side skirts. The wind tunnel CFD model correlated to these
values well. This work clearly demonstrated that side skirts have a significant impact on
reducing trailer drag [13].
Hwang et al. investigated drag coefficient reduction due to side skirts with different
types of flap designs. The work consisted of wind tunnel testing on a 15 ton truck and 40
foot trailer with an 1/8th scale model. CFD simulation was performed for the 15 ton truck
only. The CFD helped explain what contributed most to drag reduction. It showed reduced
vortical activity near the wheels, reduced turbulent kinetic energy, and reduced pressure
difference over the wheels downstream from the side skirts. In general, these results
indicated that the impact of the rear wheels on the flow structure was significantly reduced
by the presence of the side skirts [14].
The previous studies and report all indicate that trailer side skirts have a positive
benefit by reducing trailer drag. They also demonstrated that the wheels of a trailer have
less influence on the overall flow structure because the side skirts are present. This
reduced flow through the trailer bogie could increase brake temperatures and reduce heat
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dissipation. The Confidence Report by NACFE mentioned that EPA fuel economy testing
showed only a minimal increase in running hub temperatures with the presence of trailer
side skirts; however, a news article published by Webb Wheel mentioned that side skirts
increased brake temperatures by up to 41% [15]. The possibility of increased brake
temperatures due to side skirts is one of the primary motivations for this thesis.

9.3 Brake Pads and the Friction Interface
Disc brake heat generation occurs at the interface between the brake pads and
the brake rotor. If the heat dissipation to the brake system, surrounding components, and
the environment is of interest, then the heat generation must be accurately modeled. The
heat generation model may not be as simple as constant heat flux into the pads and rotor,
with pad and rotor surfaces at equal temperatures. This review provides background for
how heat generation is impacted by the friction interface behavior and how it can be
influential to the thermal behavior of the foundation brakes.
Yevtushenko and Grzes [16] investigated the effect of non-constant, temperature
dependent coefficient of friction at the brake pad/rotor interface, using a transient
nonlinear FEA. The results demonstrated that assuming a constant pad vs. rotor heat
partition ratio may lead to significant inaccuracies. The frictional models showed that rotor
temperature under the pad is location and time dependent. Friction coefficient was also
temperature dependent, with about 10-20% of change throughout the brake application.
Talati and Jalalifar [17] developed a mathematical contact model of a single pad
and disc for a single vehicle stop. Heat input to the brake rotor was based on contact
models of both uniform pressure and uniform wear between the pads and rotor. The
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uniform wear analysis correlated most with other published mathematical disc brake
models. The temperature difference between the brake pads and rotor surface was
significant, indicating the presence of thermal resistance and heat partition between the
pad and rotor.
Loizou et al. [18] investigated the layer that forms between the pad and rotor
(Interface Tribolayer – ITL) and how to represent the effective contact resistance it
creates. Loizou et al. performed FE analyses in 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D to study the ITL. This
work demonstrated that heat partitioning between the pad and rotor is not constant or
uniform across the interface. Surface temperature across the interface varies as well.
Majcherczak et al. [19], developed a simple 2D transient FE model of the pad and
rotor temperature distribution during a single stop. Two versions of the model were
created: one with perfect contact (no thermal resistance) and one with imperfect contact
(with thermal resistance). Comparison of these analyses showed similar disc
temperatures; however, the pad temperatures increased significantly when imperfect
contact was introduced.
Choi and Lee [20] performed a transient FEA on the thermoelastic behavior of a
disc brake. Thermoelastic instability (TEI) of the brake system was also evaluated.
Different types of pad material, carbon-carbon and metal, were compared. The results
revealed that changes in hydraulic pressure (or force) on the pads affect the stability of
the brake system. The pad elastic modulus and thermal expansion coefficient had
substantial influence as well. Orthotropic pad material (carbon-carbon) was more stable
and provided more uniform pressure distribution than a standard metal pad.
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All five of these papers covering the brake friction interface showed that a simple
assumption of equal pad and disc temperatures and constant heat flux into each surface
does not fully describe the real physics. Yevtushenko and Grzes [16] found that heat
partition ratio and friction coefficient do not remain constant during braking. Talati and
Jalalifar [17] showed that there was significant temperature difference between the pads
and rotor, and that pressure distribution on the pads was not always constant. Loizou et
al. [18] and Majcherczak et al. [19], both reviewed the details of thermal contact resistance
at the pad/rotor interface and found that heat partitioning wasn’t constant and significantly
impacted the pad/rotor surface temperatures. The work of Choi and Lee [20] exhibited
that pad material properties play a significant role in the stability and pressure distribution
of the pad/rotor interface.

9.4 Thermomechanical Behavior of Disc Brake Rotors
Purely studying heat dissipation from the wheel-end components does not require
concern with thermal stresses and it was not the focus of this study. However, this type
of work serves as a solid background on the potential effects of excessive heat in a
braking system. Studies investigating thermomechanical stresses in brakes also have
similar boundary conditions to heat dissipation problems.
Adamowicz studied intermittent braking with a transient FEA of a simplified brake
disc and pad model [21]. Thermal stresses were calculated in the disc and were found to
be directly related to the time variation of temperature in the disc. High tensile
circumferential stresses developed near the inner edge of the brake rotor, which
correlated to other published work.
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A study by Belhocine and Abdullah [22], approached the disc brake thermal stress
problem using a two-part study; one considering only structural effects, and the other
considering both structural and thermal effects. The primary goal was to compare the
stress and deformation of the brake rotor between the purely mechanical and the
mechanical/thermal conditions. The results indicated that the largest deformation of the
rotor was on the outer radial edge. Stress distributions on the rotor were dependent on
the type of brake pad used. Thermal effects dominated the deformation and stresses,
compared to the purely structural simulation.
Kang and Cho [23] performed a thermal analysis coupled with mechanical
stress/deformation. The structural effects of brake pad force and friction were not
considered. Ventilated and solid motorcycle rotor designs were compared in a transient
simulation of five brake applications in close succession. The results trend matched
published literature; ventilated discs experienced lower thermal stresses than the solid
style disc.
The mechanical performance of disc brakes is heavily dependent on their thermal
behavior. All three papers revealed that temperature gradients through a brake rotor
directly impact the thermal stresses. The study by Belhocine and Abdullah [22] brought
special attention to thermal phenomena by showing that stresses due to thermal effects
dominate the stresses caused by structural loads. This research provides additional
motivation for investigating the thermal impact of aerodynamic add-ons for trailers,
because mechanical performance of the brakes could be impacted. These studies also
provide background for simulation boundary conditions, as summarized in Section 9.7.
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9.5 Brake Heat Dissipation
Heat dissipation from foundation brakes has been studied extensively and there is
a large amount of variation between the scopes of individual studies. Some focus purely
on the brake rotor and usually its convective behavior, whereas others focus on the overall
wheel-end or foundation brake assembly. These studies often include convection,
conduction, and radiation heat transfer. The papers on brake heat dissipation have been
broken up into three areas where common threads were apparent: studies involving disc
brake rotors only, studies considering the foundation brake and wheel-end components,
and studies incorporating a whole-vehicle approach.

Brake Heat Dissipation: Rotors
Independent examination of heat dissipation from the brake rotor often focuses on
convection heat transfer because it is usually the dominant mode [2]. Studying just the
brake rotor affords itself to very detailed descriptions of the thermal convection problem
because it is a relatively simple geometry.
Wallis et al., examined three different types of rotor geometry to compare their
ability to dissipate heat via convection [24]. All three geometries studied were “ventilated”
discs and the primary variation between them was in the vent design. Steady state, finite
volume CFD simulations were performed on a 10 degree segment of each rotor. The
results demonstrated that heat transfer from the rotors is dependent on both the rotor
surface area and mass flow rate. Further study was recommended to focus on the
thermomechanical behavior of the disc designs in response to the temperature
distributions through the vents.
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A study authored by Palmer et al. [25] considered steady state convection heat
transfer for optimization of the rotor geometry. Similar to the study by Wallis et al. [24],
Palmer et al. studied the relationship between mass flow rate, exposed surface area and
convective cooling. They determined that changing the frontal area of rotor pins facing
the ID of the rotor had a significant impact on the flow through the rotor. Increased pin
frontal area caused a corresponding drop in heat transfer from the disc. Ratios for pin
frontal area vs. total wetted area and energy dissipation vs. pumping efficiency were
proposed. These parameters may be used by brake designers to determine the proper
mass distribution of a brake disc in relation to its heat transfer and pumping efficiencies.
Chopade and Valavade [26] studied four different types of disc brake rotor vent
geometries. A steady state CFD simulation was performed on the rotors and validated
with a spin rig experiment. The results demonstrated that tapered radial vane rotors had
highest convection heat transfer coefficients; however, Variable Diameter Circular Pillar
rotors may be more desirable. They produced a more uniform fluid temperature
distribution within the vents. Further study was recommended to determine if the uniform
fluid temperature distribution through the rotor had thermomechanical benefits.
Takizawa et al. [27] performed a CFD of flow around a rotor, one-way coupled with
a transient solid conduction analysis. The primary objective of this study was to accurately
project local heat transfer coefficients from fluid flow to the conduction simulation of the
rotor. A steady-state CFD of forced fluid flow around the brake assembly calculated local
convection coefficients. The heat transfer coefficients were interpolated into a transient
conduction simulation of a single brake stop. This method produced a very detailed
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description of the interaction between the solid and fluid domains, more so than any other
studies observed in published literature.
A study by Pevec et al. [28] also performed a thermal-fluid analysis with one-way
coupling between the solid and fluid domains. First, a CFD analysis was performed on
the fluid flow around the brake rotor. This analysis evaluated the HTC’s on the disc, which
generally increased with respect to vehicle speed and temperature. A transient solid
simulation was performed to predict the thermal behavior of the brake during an industry
standard test of 10 brake applications. Convection was modelled with averaged film
coefficients from the CFD analysis. Two cases were compared: with and without cooling
from the disc. This comparison demonstrated that the rotor would exceed its
recommended maximum temperatures without cooling, but with cooling, remained in a
safe operating zone.
These five studies demonstrated that the geometry of a brake rotor has significant
impact on its ability to dissipate heat via convection. Mass flow rate/pumping efficiency
and exposed surface area are key. CFD simulations of only the brake rotor have the ability
to provide detailed flow and HTC results using relatively simple models. However,
extensive complexity is required if the local convection HTC’s from the fluid domain must
be directly coupled with a solid domain. This complexity is introduced because of the
brake rotor rotation, where an interpolation method, as proposed by Takizawa et al. [27],
is required.
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Brake Heat Dissipation: Wheel Assemblies
Installed on a vehicle in normal operation, nearly all foundation brakes are
mounted within a wheel assembly. The wheel assembly can influence brake behavior
either by altering the fluid flow around the brake (convection), providing an additional heat
conduction path, and possibly enhancing surface to surface radiation heat transfer.
Including the wheel in a brake heat dissipation study increases complexity, but provides
more real-world insight compared to an analysis focusing on the brake rotor alone.
Bhardwaj [29] analyzed an isolated wheel rotating in conjunction with moving
ground. A steady state forced fluid flow analysis was used to determine the rotor and
fluid temperature distribution when constant temperature was applied to the rotor
surfaces. A conjugate heat transfer transient solution modeled brake cooling after the
brake was released (no heat input). The results demonstrated that HTC and mass flow
rate increased as more gaps were present in the wheel center geometry, indicating that
wheel geometry does have an aerodynamic impact on brake cooling.
Siqueira and Fragoso [30] performed a steady state CFD of two commercial
vehicle wheel, tire, and brake drum geometries in 3D, to determine the most efficient
wheel design for brake cooling. Forced convection around the assemblies was
considered. The simulation showed that recirculation within the wheel vents caused an
increase in air temperature near the brake drum and decreased heat transfer away from
the drum. The amount of recirculation within the wheel vents was dependent on the
location with respect to the free stream velocity. Overall, the study revealed that one style
of wheel was 5% more mass flow efficient and had a 15% better global HTC than the
other.
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Voller et al. [2] performed a comprehensive experimental and numerical study on
CVDB’s. All modes of heat transfer were considered and the experiments were performed
on a “spin rig” developed specifically for brake heat dissipation study. Contact resistance
of the bolted joint between the brake rotor and wheel carrier was evaluated via experiment
and FEA. Radiation emissivity values were determined in a series of experiments, and
HTC’s using CFD and experiments. A drag brake application was modeled using a
transient FEA and the previously determined HTC’s, emissivity, and contact resistance.
This drag braking simulation quantified the thermal power loss for each mode of heat
transfer. Radiation and conduction were nearly speed independent, while convection
increased with rotor angular velocity. The bolted interface conduction heat transfer was
heavily dependent on the joint contact pressure and radiation emissivity increased with
temperature.
Voller [1] evaluated all modes of heat transfer from a wheel assembly, sharing
similar methods with Voller et al. [2]. The primary purpose of this thesis was to compare
the heat dissipation of various brake designs and make recommendations for
improvement based on experimental and simulation evidence. A transient FEA simulation
was developed to model brake cooling performance through 11 brake applications of a
dynamometer test. Boundary conditions were applied using experimental, FEA, and CFD
analyses. Conduction heat transfer played a significant role in brake cooling based on the
bolted interface and contact pressure distribution. Radiation emissivity varied with
temperature, with reflection contributing significantly as well. Further research was
recommended in numerous areas, including crossflow (vehicle aerodynamics), radiation
emissivity values, and novel disc designs.
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Tirovic and Voller [31] compared the thermal characteristics of a ventilated disc
brake rotor versus a solid brake rotor used in conjunction with a ventilated wheel carrier.
The primary goal was to determine if an aluminum ventilated wheel carrier with a solid
disc rotor provided similar heat dissipation capability to a ventilated rotor with a nonventilated iron wheel carrier. The experimental/numerical methods used were derived
from papers [2] and [1]. The analysis determined that a solid disc may be a potential
alternative to ventilated discs in certain applications if a ventilated wheel carrier is used,
because the ventilated carrier increased convection heat transfer. More evaluation of
vehicle airflow may need to be considered; it might have a significant impact on the final
results.
Lee [32] performed a study of heat soaking to the brake fluid for a hydraulic disc
brake. This required a detailed understanding of heat generated and dissipated by the
brake. A transient simulation was developed to model multiple braking applications and
then a heat soaking time after the vehicle stopped. Validation testing was performed on
a mid-size car where brakes were applied 90 times, followed by a heat soak period.
Simulation results correlated well; showing that after stopping, the rotor/pads cooled
down, but components farther away increased in temperature. In addition, simulation
case studies were performed on different pad materials and pad thicknesses. The results
demonstrated that worn out or higher conductivity friction materials can potentially
increase the brake fluid temperatures.
The six papers reviewed in this section demonstrated the various ways in which
the wheels of an automobile or commercial vehicle can impact the thermal behavior of a
disc brake. The studies by Bhardwaj [29], Sigueira and Fragoso [30], Voller [1], Voller et
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al. [2], and Tirovic and Voller [31] revealed that wheel aerodynamics can impact
convection heat transfer away from the brake. Voller [1], Voller et al. [2], and Tirovic and
Voller [31] showed that the wheel assembly also changes brake heat dissipation via
conduction and radiation. Lee [32], who was focused on the impact of brake heat on brake
fluid temperature rise, established that the wheel assembly contributed to both conduction
and radiation heat transfer. Although the contributions of the wheel assembly are
significant, Voller [1] mentioned that more research should be undertaken to consider the
full vehicle aerodynamics influence on brake cooling.

Brake Heat Dissipation: Full Vehicle Aerodynamics
The study of brake heat dissipation with consideration for full vehicle aerodynamics
was mentioned by a few authors, such as Voller [1], as a valuable topic for more detailed
study. A single paper by Sun et al. [3] performed an analysis that considered full vehicle
aerodynamics in depth.
Sun et al. [3] investigated the link between vehicle aerodynamics and brake
performance. A simulation was performed of a commercial vehicle drum brake cool-down
cycle using a 3D CFD Lattice-Boltzmann solver. The numerical analysis consisted of two
separate simulations: a transient CFD model for calculating time averaged HTC’s, and a
transient cool-down simulation for determining brake component temperatures. Wind
tunnel testing was performed as verification of both models. These analyses
demonstrated that the brake assembly was in low velocity airflow due to other vehicle
components. Convection heat transfer of the brake drum was quite low, with radiation
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contribution approximately 15% and conduction being the largest contributor. The wind
tunnel cool-down temperature verification provided good correlation to the CFD models.
This study by Sun et al. [3] exemplifies the significant dependence of brake thermal
behavior on the overall aerodynamics of a vehicle. Vehicle components, such as the
wheels, significantly alter the cooling capability of brake and wheel-end related
components. More consideration should be given to vehicle aerodynamics and their
impact on brake heat dissipation and performance.

9.6 Thermal Contact Resistance
For a commercial vehicle disc brake, interfaces between the brake rotor and hub
and the hub and wheel create contact resistance that alters the conduction heat flow. This
contact resistance must be approximated to model conduction through the interfaces.
Voller [1] had one chapter that addressed the contact resistance at bolted joints in
a disc brake assembly. It reviewed the effect of bolt clamp force and the resulting pressure
at the wheel carrier (or hub) to rotor interface, assuming a clean machined interface. A
FE analysis of the bolted joint clamp force was performed to discover the actual interface
pressure distribution. The resulting pressure distribution demonstrated higher pressure
close to the bolts and lower pressure further away from the bolts, near the outer edge of
the interface. A pressure sensitive paper experiment validated the FE model. Next, the
thermal conductance (inverse of thermal contact resistance) was calculated via
experiment on a rotor to wheel carrier interface, by measuring temperature drop across
the interface. In general, the average conduction HTC increased with pressure and
temperature. The relationship was approximately linear with respect to both temperature
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and pressure, being most dependent on pressure. An equation was published relating the
local contact pressure on the interface to the local conduction HTC.
Tirovic and Voller [33], built upon the work of Voller [1]. They utilized the same
thermal contact experiment and FE analyses for interface pressure. The same CVDB
assembly was studied, assuming a machined interface between the wheel carrier and
brake disc. The thermal resistance experiment demonstrated similar results to Voller [1];
however, the linear relationship between pressure and conduction HTC was presented
as an average relationship, instead of a local relationship. The simple relationship based
on average pressure is very useful for basic engineering calculations. It provides a contact
resistance approximation, requiring only surface area and average contact pressure of
the joint.
The last study on thermal contact resistance, by Voller and Tirovic [34] is based
on the same set of FE and experimental calculations as the previous two papers. The
geometry and parts studied are identical, except for different conditioning of the interface
between the rotor and wheel carrier. The primary goal was to determine the dependence
of contact resistance on factors such as surface roughness, material properties,
temperature, and pressure. The interface of the brake disc and wheel carrier was
evaluated in a brand new, machined state, and in a slightly corroded state, typical of a
product in service for some time. The effect of adding a thin aluminum foil gasket or
thermal paste to a corroded brake assembly on contact resistance was also investigated.
Corrosion of the interface reduced heat transfer by 50%.

Both the addition of the

aluminum foil and thermal paste had dramatic impact. Aluminum foil increased the
conduction HTC from 7 to 67

𝑘𝑊
𝑚2 ∗𝐾

and the thermal paste increased it from 7 to 59
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𝑘𝑊
𝑚2 ∗𝐾

.

The three papers presented in Section 9.6 studied the conduction contact
resistance for a bolted joint in a CVDB. They demonstrated linear relationships between
bolt clamp load and an increase/decrease in conduction heat transfer through the
interface. A minor dependence on temperature was found, while significant dependence
on material and interface medium was revealed. The relationships presented are valuable
for basic engineering estimation of contact resistance in similar bolted joints.

9.7 Summary of Brake Modeling Research Methods
The studies from Sections 9.1 to 9.6 are summarized to demonstrate which
physical phenomena elicit certain types of analysis tools and modeling methods. Only the
papers that included original work were included in this summary; literature reviews and
industry reports were not summarized. Table 3 contains a list of the papers and assigns
a reference number to each of them. The analysis methods were broken down into eight
different subsections and summarized in Table 4 through Table 6. The type of simulation,
analytical, or experimental work is presented in Table 4, along with the time domain
utilized. Table 5 describes the heat transfer modes considered and the model used for
heat generation of the brake pads/shoes. The geometry and dimensionality studied, along
with flow turbulence models and free stream airflow characteristics, are displayed in Table
6.
For “Type” of analysis shown in Table 4, it was clear that the FVM was the most
prevalent simulation technique for the heat dissipation papers and calculation of fluid flow
properties. FEA was only used once in this type of scenario. LBS had very limited use
and there was a fairly even mix of thermal simulations between the FVM and FEA.
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Anything requiring the calculation of thermal stresses or representation of the friction
interface utilized FEA. Overall, this demonstrates the tendency of FVM to be used in
cases where fluid flow is present and FEA to be used where mechanical/structural
behavior must be modeled.
The time domain of the evaluations, described in Table 4, demonstrated that the
thermal behavior of brake components is highly transient. Anything involving the pad
interface and thermomechanical effects required a transient analysis. The heat
dissipation problems had a mixed utilization of both steady state and transient domains.
The fluid was often modeled with steady state analyses for computational simplification,
but the solids were always modeled with transient analyses. Some heat dissipation fluid
simulations did model with transient behavior. For both aerodynamic studies reviewed,
transient behavior was used, most likely for better description of the turbulence behavior.
The heat transfer modes described in Table 5 showed that convection was the
most universally used mode of HT, further confirming that convection is the most
significant brake heat dissipation mode in most circumstances. Conduction HT was also
used extensively, except for some constant rotor temperature analyses where the rotor
was assumed to be at a constant temperature. Radiation was the least utilized, because
it has less impact at lower temperatures and higher rotational speeds [2]. Studies 18, 19,
and 20 paid special attention to radiation heat transfer and found that it should not always
be ignored. In many cases it still contributed a significant amount of heat dissipation. The
contact resistance between brake components was only considered by papers: 18, 19,
20, 23, and 24.
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The boundary conditions for heat generation or pad interface modeling were well
delineated

between

the

studies

relegated

to

each

section

(pad

interface,

thermomechanical, heat dissipation, etc.) The pad interface studies usually used frictional
contact models to calculate heat input. They often still required heat flux boundary
conditions or heat partitioning for describing the actual heat input into the pads or rotor.
The heat dissipation studies did not require accurate representation of the frictional
contact between pads and rotor, so purely heat flux or constant temperature rotors were
used.
Regarding geometry, the majority of the published literature reviewed just the
brake rotor. Nearly all of the pad interface and mechanical models included the effects of
the brake pads. These were deemed significant to the thermomechanical behavior of the
brake system. Many of the heat dissipation and contact resistance papers added the
effects of the wheel, because of the possibility for the wheel to impede flow around the
brake and add an additional conduction HT path away from the brake. Only one heat
dissipation study examined a domain beyond the wheel.
The dimensionality used varied significantly across the types studied. The pad
interface models often were the most simplified, using 1D or 2D approximation. Many
simulations from all the categories took advantage of the brake rotors axisymmetric
behavior and modeled using a 3D segment of the geometry. The majority of the studies
had at least one component that implemented a 3D model.
The turbulence models and free stream airflow were only required for problems
involving fluid flow. The most popular turbulence model used was K-Epsilon. For free
stream airflow, velocity was typically ignored because of the simplifications it offered with
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respect to the axisymmetric behavior of rotor convection boundary conditions. Any nonzero free stream velocity would eliminate the ability to accurately model convection on
the brake rotor unless an average HTC or mapping method (see Study 14) was used.
Four of the papers included the effects of fluid flow around a moving vehicle on brake
heat dissipation.
This summary of published literature analysis methods brought to light the
connection between various physical phenomena and the typical tools used to study
them. This information was used to provide direction for the theory and methodology of
this study, described in detail in Sections 10.0 and 11.0. Some of the key takeaways for
the study methodology are described in the following paragraph.
Based on the simulation type information presented in Table 4, the FVM was
chosen for CFD analysis and Transient FEA was chosen for the solid component
analysis. Because the semi-trailer disc brake problem is heavily dependent on
surrounding components and geometry, all three modes of heat transfer will be
considered. The heat input will be modeled as a constant heat flux into the brake rotor
only, without consideration of the pads, because the details of the friction couple are not
necessary for a purely thermal problem focused on the components around the brake.
The CFD geometry will consider a large portion of the semi-trailer and tractor, because
the impact of vehicle airflow is the key focus of this study. The FEA geometry will be
axisymmetric, because it significantly reduces computational resource requirements and
boundary condition complexity.
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Table 3: List of Relevant Literature Review Studies
Study

Section

Author

1
2

Trailer Aero
Trailer Aero

Dasarathan et al.
Hwang et al.

3

Pad Interface

4
5
6
7

Pad Interface
Pad Interface
Pad Interface
Pad Interface

8

ThermoMech.

9
10
11

ThermoMech.
ThermoMech.
Heat Dissip.

12

Heat Dissip.

13
14

Heat Dissip.
Heat Dissip.

15

Heat Dissip.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
18
23

Heat Dissip.
Heat Dissip.
Heat Dissip.
Heat Dissip.
Heat Dissip.
Heat Dissip.
Heat Dissip.
Contact Resist.
Contact Resist.

24

Contact Resist.

Paper Name

CFD Correlation with Wind-Tunnel for Dry Van Trailer Aerodynamics
Reduction of Drag in Heavy Vehicles with two Different Types of Advance Side Skirts
3D FE Model of Frictional Heating and Wear with a Mutual Influence of the Sliding Velocity and
Yevtushenko and Grzes
Temperature in a Disc Brake
Talati and Jalalifar
Analysis of Heat Conduction in a Disk Brake System
Loizou et al.
A Fundamental Study on the Heat Partition Ratio of Vehicle Disk Brakes
Majcherczak et al.
Third Body Influence on Thermal Friction Contact Problems: Application to Braking
Choi and Lee
Finite Element Analysis of Transient Thermoelastic Behaviors in Disk Brakes
Effect of Convective Cooling on Temperature and Thermal Stresses in Disk during Repeated
Adamowicz
Intermittent Braking
Belhocine & Abdullah Finite Element Analysis of Automotive Disc Brake and Pad in Frictional Contact Model
Kang and Cho
Thermal Deformation and Stress Analysis of Disk Brakes by Finite Element Method
Wallis et al.
Air Flow and Heat Transfer in Ventilated Disc Brake Rotors with Diamond and Tear-Drop Pillars
An Optimization Study of a Multiple-row Pin-vented Brake Disc to Promote Brake Cooling using
Palmer et al
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Chopade and Valavade Experimental Investigation using CFD for Thermal Performance of a Ventilated Disc Brake Rotor
Takizawa
Computational Thermo-Fluid Analysis of a Disk Brake
Prediction of the Cooling Factors of a Vehicle Brake Disc and its Influence on the Results of a Thermal
Pevec et al.
Numerical Simulation
Bhardwaj
A CFD Investigation of Aerodynamic Effects of Wheel Center Geometry on Brake Cooling
Siqueira and Fragoso Numerical Simulation of the Flow in Wheel Systems
Voller et al.
Analysis of Automotive Disc Brake Cooling Characteristics
Voller
Analysis of Heat Dissipation from Railway and Automotive Friction Brakes
Tirovic and Voller
Commercial Vehicle Brake Cooling - Ventilated Disc or Ventilated Wheel Carrier
Lee
Numerical Prediction of Brake Fluid Temperature Rise during Braking and Heat Soaking
Sun et al.
A Coupled Approach to Drum Brake Cooling
Voller
Analysis of Heat Dissipation from Railway and Automotive Friction Brakes (Chapter 6 only)
Tirovic and Voller
Interface Pressure Distributions and Thermal Contact Resistance of a Bolted Joint
Conductive Heat Transfer across a Bolted Automotive Joint and the Influence of Interface
Voller & Tirovic
Conditioning
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Year
2016
2016
2015
2009
2013
2004
2005
2016
2014
2012
2002
2009
2017
2016
2012
2017
2003
2003
2003
2004
1999
2015
2003
2005
2007

Table 4: Literature Review Analyses Type and Time
Study
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
18
23
24

Software Used

Type
Time
Analytical Fluid Fluid Fluid Fluid Therm Therm Therm Struct
Conjugate Steady
Experimental
Transient
Only
(FVM) (FEA) (LBS) (LES) (FVM) (FEA) (LBS) (FEA)
HT
State

Exa
Comsol
Abaqus
MSC
ANSYS
ANSYS
CFX-TASCflow
ANSYS Fluent
ICEM-CFD/Fluent
ANSYS CFX/Abaqus
ANSYS Fluent
ICEM-CFD/CFX
SDRC I-DEAS
SDRC I-DEAS
SDRC I-DEAS
Exa
SDRC I-DEAS
SDRC I-DEAS
SDRC I-DEAS
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Table 5: Literature Review Heat Transfer Modes and Pad Model
Heat Transfer Modes
Study

Conduction Convection Radiation

Pad Model
Frictional
Contact
Const. Heat Heat
Heat
Contact
Contact
Resist.
Temp. Flux Source Partition Resistance
Model

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
18
23
24
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Table 6: Literature Review Geometry and Airflow Models
Geometry Studied
Study

Rotor

Dimensionality

Turbulence Model

Rotor Brake
3D
KSST K Wheel >Wheel 1D 2D 3D Symmetry
/ Pad Assembly
Segment Epsilon Omega

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
18
23
24
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LES

SA

Free-Stream Airflow
Specified
Zero Flow
Laminar
Flow
Velocity
Velocity

10.0 Theoretical Background
The theory and background information used to evaluate the disc brake heat
dissipation problem is presented here. The theory and development of boundary
conditions is explained. The specifics of the numerical analyses, both CFD and FEA, and
implementation of the theory is discussed in Section 11.0.

10.1 Disc Brake Heat Generation and Input
Disc brakes rely on the conversion of kinetic energy into heat to reduce the kinetic
energy of the vehicle and slow it down. The braking system must effectively dissipate this
generated heat into the surrounding components and air.
The heat input into a disc brake can be calculated either macroscopically or
microscopically. Macroscopic methods use the overall change in energy of a vehicle
(kinetic or potential) to determine heat power input, whereas microscopic methods
calculate heat power input based on the friction interaction of the pads and rotor. Since
the focus for this work is purely on thermal behavior, it is not necessary to consider the
friction couple and microscopic models. The change in kinetic energy of a commercial
vehicle is related to the vehicle mass and speed per Equation (1).
1
Δ𝐾𝐸 = 𝑀(𝑣2 2 − 𝑣1 2 )
2
where: 𝑀 = Mass of the vehicle
𝑣1 = Original velocity of the vehicle
𝑣2 = Final velocity of the vehicle
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(1)

In addition, any changes in potential energy for the vehicle must be considered for
brake energy input. Change in potential energy is described by Equation (2). If a vehicle
is traveling uphill, the required energy dissipation of the brakes is decreased, whereas it
is increased if traveling downhill.
Δ𝑃𝐸 = 𝑀𝑔Δℎ

(2)
𝑚

Where: 𝑔 = acceleration of the vehicle due to gravity (9.81 2 )
𝑠

Δℎ = change in vertical location of the vehicle
The energy formulae presented above pertain to the entire vehicle. In this study, it
will be assumed that the energy dissipated by a single brake is proportional to the mass
that an individual foundation brake must support, as was recommended by Day [6]. It
should be noted that this assumption may not always be true, since the work done by
each brake can be affected by many different factors, such as brake line air pressure and
valve response times. For Class 8 semi-trailers in North America with a close spaced
tandem, the maximum GAWR is 17,000 lbs. A single wheel-end capacity is 8500 lbs. This
value will be used throughout the paper to calculate heat input.
All of the braking scenarios will be drag braking, which typically represents a
vehicle traveling down a grade. Braking force must be applied to safely maintain a vehicle
speed. Application times can be very long, thus providing potential for extensive heat
build-up in the foundation brake. The braking scenarios are limited to drag braking only,
because it will simplify the transfer of convection HTC’s between the CFD and FEA model
(see Section 10.3). This assumption eliminates the dependence of convection heat
transfer on changing vehicle speed.
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For drag braking on a downhill grade with constant speed, the energy input can be
calculated using either potential energy loss or the required braking force (deceleration)
to maintain the specified speed. CV’s also develop substantial rolling resistance,
aerodynamic drag, and driveline drag [35]. Some tractor-trailers are equipped with
retarders, which are devices acting on the engine or powertrain to minimize the need for
the foundation brakes on a downhill grade. Both auxiliary drag and retarders will be
ignored for this analysis. To compensate, the baseline heat dissipation case without
aerodynamic devices was developed so that wheel-end temperatures were maximized,
without exceeding the threshold where thermal damage occurs (see Section 11.2).
The heat input for a single wheel-end drag brake application was calculated using
the method of brake torque, rather than potential energy. The heat input depends on three
parameters: wheel-end mass, vehicle speed, and downhill grade. First, the required
deceleration rate to maintain constant speed on the grade must be calculated; shown in
Equation (3).
𝑑 = 𝑔 × sin(tan−1

𝐷𝐺
)
100

(3)

where: DG = Downhill Grade in percentage.
The brake torque is calculated per Equation (4).
𝜏𝑤𝑖 = 𝑚 × 𝑑 × 𝑆𝐿𝑅
where: m = mass distributed to the ground through one wheel-end
SLR = Static Loaded Radius of the tire to the center of the axle.
Finally, the brake power input is calculated with Equation (5).
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(4)

𝑄̇ = 𝜏𝑤 𝑖 ×

𝑣
𝑆𝐿𝑅

(5)

The brake power calculated in Equation (5) will be used as a constant heat input
into the disc brake rotor. Uniform pad wear is assumed, so that heat input does not vary
radially on the rotor surface. In reality, the rotation of the brake rotor carries the heat input
from the brake pads throughout the entire rotor. As noted in the literature review Section
9.7, axisymmetric behavior of the rotor can be assumed when considering thermal
analysis only. This allows the brake power to be applied to the sides of the brake disc as
constant heat flux distributed circumferentially around the brake rotor. This method
requires that the HTC on the disc be modeled as an average value circumferentially. This
will be further discussed in Section 10.3.
The heat partition ratio, which is the ratio of energy going into the rotor vs. the pads
will be ignored for this analysis, and 100% of the calculated energy will be applied to the
rotor. Andrew Day, in Braking of Road Vehicles, found for a specific disc brake
application: the heat partition ratio was 98.4% energy into the rotor [6]. Since specific
vehicle data for brake balance and natural retardation is not available for this study, the
additional accuracy (<5%) from including heat partition ratio will provide minimal benefit.
This assumption also makes sense, because the brake pads will not be considered in the
FEA (see Section 11.4). Ignoring the heat partition ratio represents a worst case scenario
for the heat transfer to the brake rotor and wheel-hub assembly.
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10.2 CFD Background
Finite Volume CFD and fluid flow analysis will be used for determination of the
convection HTC’s on the solid component surfaces. The specifics of HTC calculations are
covered in Section 10.3. This section details the CFD theory used in the analysis. The
CFD theory and equations presented were obtained from “An Introduction to
Computational Fluid Dynamics, The Finite Volume Method”, by H.K Versteeg and W
Malalasekera [36] and GVSU presentation slides by Dr. Wael Mokthar [37], [38], and [39].
The finite volume method (FVM) was chosen because of its customary usage in
external flow and heat transfer problems, as demonstrated in the literature review and
Table 3 through Table 6. ANSYS Fluent was the software chosen to perform the CFD
analysis. It can solve both the heat transfer and fluid flow concurrently and can calculate
the HTC’s on the solid surfaces. To implement the FVM for fluid flow, the software
discretizes (meshes) the fluid domain into cells. For each cell a set of conservation
equations must be solved to obtain the flow field and temperature distribution. The
conservation equations include the conservation of mass, momentum and energy, as well
as the Navier-Stokes equations. The air will be modeled as a compressible, ideal gas.
The conservation of mass within a FVM cell requires that the rate of mass flow into
the cell be equal to the rate of mass flow out of the cell. A 3D representation of a fluid cell
with in/out mass flow is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Mass Flow through a 3D Fluid Cell
Evaluating the mass balance through the cell and dividing by the volume of the cell
(𝑉 = 𝛿𝑥 × 𝛿𝑦 × 𝛿𝑧) produces Equation (6). Note that this equation was simplified with the
assumption of steady state flow, because transient fluid effects were not considered.
𝜕(𝜌𝑢) 𝜕(𝜌𝑣) 𝜕(𝜌𝑤)
+
+
=0
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧

(6)

where: 𝑢 = fluid velocity in the “x” direction
𝑣 = fluid velocity in the “y” direction
𝑤 = fluid velocity in the “z” direction
𝜌 = fluid density
The rate of momentum increase on a fluid particle must be equal to the sum of the
forces on the fluid particle to maintain conservation of momentum. The stresses on a fluid
cell, depicted in Figure 8, are utilized to calculate the forces.
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Figure 8: Stress Components on a Fluid Cell
If all the stress components (both normal pressure and shear) in the x-direction
(shown in Figure 9) are multiplied by area and summed, the total surface force is
calculated. Dividing the forces by cell volume produces the right side of Equation (7). The
right side is set equal to the rate of increase of momentum in that direction. To the far
right, a body force term (i.e. gravity) is also included.
𝜌

𝐷𝑢 𝜕(−𝑝 + 𝜏𝑥𝑥 ) 𝜕𝜏𝑦𝑥 𝜕𝜏𝑧𝑥
=
+
+
+ 𝑆𝑀 𝑥
𝐷𝑡
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧

(7)

where: 𝑝 = pressure or normal stresses
𝑆𝑀 𝑥 = Body forces in the “x” direction
𝐷𝑢
𝐷𝑡

=

𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑡

+𝑢

𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑥

+𝑣

𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑦

+𝑤

𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑧

Similarly, the conservation of momentum equations can be derived for the “y” and “z”
directions and are given in Equations (8) and (9), respectively.
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Figure 9: Stress Components in the “x” Direction
𝜌

𝐷𝑣 𝜕𝜏𝑥𝑦 𝜕(−𝑝 + 𝜏𝑦𝑦 ) 𝜕𝜏𝑧𝑦
=
+
+
+ 𝑆𝑀 𝑦
𝐷𝑡
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧

(8)

𝜌

𝐷𝑤 𝜕𝜏𝑥𝑧 𝜕𝜏𝑦𝑧 𝜕(−𝑝 + 𝜏𝑧𝑧 )
=
+
+
+ 𝑆𝑀 𝑧
𝐷𝑡
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧

(9)

The last conservation equation required is the conservation of energy. The rate of
energy increase of a particle must be equal to the heat added to the particle and work
done on it. The work done on a fluid cell is a result of the surface forces, as shown in
Figure 9. The heat added is depicted in Figure 10. Summing the work done by surface
forces and heat added produces the conservation of energy Equation (10).
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Figure 10: Heat Flow of a Fluid Cell
𝜌

𝐷𝐸
𝜕(𝑢𝜏𝑥𝑥 ) 𝜕(𝑢𝜏𝑦𝑥 ) 𝜕(𝑢𝜏𝑧𝑥 ) 𝜕(𝑣𝜏𝑥𝑦 ) 𝜕(𝑣𝜏𝑦𝑦 )
= −𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝑝𝒖) + [
+
+
+
+
𝐷𝑡
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
(10)

+

𝜕(𝑣𝜏𝑧𝑦 ) 𝜕(𝑤𝜏𝑥𝑧 ) 𝜕(𝑤𝜏𝑦𝑧 ) 𝜕(𝑤𝜏𝑧𝑧 )
+
+
+
] + 𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝑘 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝑇) + 𝑆𝐸
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧

where: 𝑆𝐸 = energy source term
𝑘 = thermal conductivity of the fluid
𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝑝𝒖) =

𝜕(𝑢𝑝)
𝜕𝑥

+

𝜕(𝑣𝑝)
𝜕𝑦

𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝑘 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝑇) = − [

+

𝜕𝑞𝑥
𝜕𝑥

𝜕(𝑤𝑝)

+

𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑞𝑦
𝜕𝑦

+

𝜕𝑞𝑧
𝜕𝑧

]

𝜏𝑥𝑦 = viscous stress terms
To complete the description of the fluid domain, relationships for the unknown
viscous stress terms (i.e 𝜏𝑥𝑦 ) in the momentum equations must be developed. For a
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Newtonian fluid, the viscous stress terms are proportionally related to the strain rate of
the fluid. The strain rate of a fluid consists of both linear and volumetric deformation. The
fluid is also assumed isotropic, with uniform strain properties throughout. There is a total
of nine viscous stress-strain relationships; three linear elongating and six shearing.
Substituting these into the conservation of momentum equations produces three Navier
– Stokes Equations; one for each spatial dimension. They are listed below as Equations
(11), (12), and (13).
𝜌

𝐷𝑢
𝜕𝑝
=−
+ 𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝜇 × 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑 (𝑢)) + 𝑆𝑀 𝑥
𝐷𝑡
𝜕𝑥

(11)

𝜌

𝐷𝑣
𝜕𝑝
=−
+ 𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝜇 × 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑(𝑣)) + 𝑆𝑀 𝑦
𝐷𝑡
𝜕𝑦

(12)

𝜌

𝐷𝑤
𝜕𝑝
=−
+ 𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝜇 × 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑(𝑤)) + 𝑆𝑀𝑧
𝐷𝑡
𝜕𝑧

(13)

where: 𝑆𝑀𝑥 , 𝑆𝑀𝑌 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆𝑀𝑧 are momentum source terms, including the smaller contributions
of the viscous stress terms due to volumetric deformation rate.
The description of the CFD fluid flow must also include turbulence models. Due to
the air velocity and complexity of the geometry that was encountered, the flow was
turbulent. Most of the published brake heat dissipation studies summarized in Section 9.7
also modeled the flow as turbulent. For this work, the SST K-ω turbulence model was
chosen because it handles the turbulent and separated flow well [40]. The Realizable Kε turbulence model was used in many of the brake dissipation studies (see Table 6);
however, most of those simulations did not include the effects of vehicle airflow. The
airflow from full vehicle motion creates more separation in the turbulence regions, making
the SST K-ω model more appropriate.
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Using the conservation equations detailed above, ANSYS Fluent can solve for the
unknowns in the fluid domain. The software iteratively solves these conservation
equations for millions of cells to obtain a solution. The SST K-ω turbulence method
efficiently approximates the unsteady and unstable nature of the flow. The conservation
of energy equation provides the thermal data required to calculate HTC’s.

10.3 Convection Heat Transfer Model
Convection heat transfer is the heat transfer due to fluid flow over a surface. There
are two types: natural or forced convection. Natural convection is a result of the varying
density of fluids and buoyancy effects, which naturally create a fluid flow. For forced
convection, fluid movement is a result of an external source, such as a fan, wind, or
moving vehicle, etc. [41]. In the case of CVDB cooling, forced convection is dominant,
because of the airflow caused by vehicle motion and wheel/rotor rotation.
Both forced and natural convection heat transfer can be described with Newton’s
Law of Cooling, shown in Equation (14) [41].
𝑞𝑠" = ℎ(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )

(14)

where: 𝑞𝑠" = local surface heat flux
ℎ = convection heat transfer coefficient (HTC)
𝑇𝑠 = temperature of the surface
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 = reference temperature of the free stream fluid moving over the surface.
The convection heat transfer from a surface is a linear function of a HTC multiplied
by the difference between the surface temperature and the temperature of the fluid
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moving over the surface. To accurately predict the convection HT from a surface, the
convection HTC must be known.
The purpose of running the CFD analysis in this study is to find the HTC’s and use
them as boundary conditions for a Thermal FEA. The HTC will be highly dependent on
the velocity, turbulence, boundary layer and velocity profile of the passing fluid [42]. CFD
in ANSYS Fluent utilizes standard wall functions to model the convective heat transfer in
turbulent flows at the walls. The standard wall functions are empirically based and solve
the flow physics in the boundary layer [41]. The wall functions allow heat transfer through
the domain surfaces to be calculated. Once the heat transfer from the surfaces is known,
a HTC can be recalculated that is based on a specified reference temperature (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 ).
For the disc brake analysis, HTC’s with respect to a reference temperature will be
exported from the CFD as an average value for the major component surfaces. These
average values for HTC’s will be applied as boundary conditions for the solid components
in the thermal FEA. The same reference temperature will be used in the FEA boundary
conditions. The average HTC’s will ensure that the convection boundary conditions are
axisymmetric about the rotor axis of rotation. Since the brake rotor is rotating, while also
having a heat flux applied to it, a mapping formulation would be required to map nonaveraged HTC’s to the moving brake rotor. Such a formulation was implemented in the
paper by Takizawa [27], but that level of complexity was beyond the scope of this study.

10.4 Radiation Heat Transfer Model
Radiation heat transfer involves energy transfer that does not require a medium,
such as a fluid or solid; thus it can occur in a complete vacuum. Instead, heat is
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transferred via electromagnetic radiation and is caused by a difference in temperature.
This electromagnetic thermal radiation comprises a range of wavelengths and travels at
the speed of light. It should be noted that radiation heat transfer was only considered in
the transient FEA model because air does not participate in the electromagnetic thermal
radiation. As noted in Section 9.7, radiation heat transfer has often been ignored for brake
heat dissipation. It was included in this study, because surrounding components were
part of the analysis. Voller [1] determined that radiation contributed substantially to brake
heat dissipation when the surrounding components such as the wheel and hub were
considered.
For a perfect black body, or ideal thermal radiator, the emitted thermal energy via
radiation will be proportional to the 4th power of absolute temperature, as shown in
Equation (15) [42].
𝑞𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝜎𝐴𝑇 4
where: 𝜎 = 5.669 × 10−8

𝑊
𝑚2 𝐾 4

(15)

(Stefan-Boltzmann constant)

𝐴 = surface area of the black body
𝑇 = absolute temperature at the surface in Kelvin
Although Equation (15) is true for an ideal black body, it does not apply for radiation that
occurs from non-black (gray) bodies [42]. The emission of radiation from a gray body to
ambient is dependent on the emissivity. Emissivity is defined as the ratio between
radiation emitted by the body to the radiation emitted if it was a perfect black body.
Expanding these concepts from Equation (15) produces Equation (16) [1].
4
𝑞𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 𝜖𝜎𝐴(𝑇𝑠4 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

where: 𝜖 = emissivity of the surface
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(16)

𝑇𝑠 = temperature of the surface
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 = ambient temperature
To accurately calculate radiation from gray bodies, the emissivity of the surfaces
must be known. Emissivity is determined empirically and often varies with both
temperature and wavelength [1]. The values of emissivity found in published literature for
disc brakes also vary significantly. Limpert [43] recommended a constant value of 0.55,
whereas Eisengraber et al. [44] found that emissivity varied with temperature from 0.4 to
0.7. Voller [1] performed experiments and determined that heavily oxidized component
surfaces such as the hub or rotor (non-friction surfaces) were 0.9. Clean surfaces such
as the friction faces had emissivity of 0.2. For this study, the value of 0.55 recommended
by Limpert was used for the friction surfaces and Voller’s recommendation of 0.9 was
used for all of other radiation surfaces in the model. Variation with temperature was not
included.
Radiation heat transfer does not only occur between surfaces and the
environment, it also occurs between adjacent surfaces. Surface-to-surface radiation will
need to be considered for the disc brake wheel-end because of the close proximity of the
components to each other. Calculating radiation heat transfer between surfaces requires
the consideration of view (shape) factors. The view factors describe the orientation of one
surface with respect to another and how much radiation leaving the first surface hits the
other [1].
ANSYS Mechanical implements the solution of surface-to-surface radiation from
solid components by calculating view factors using the Hemicube method. The radiation
problem was solved using the Radiosity solver. This solver computed the outgoing
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radiative flux for a surface, based on the surface temperature that was calculated for that
surface. The radiative flux was then reapplied as a boundary condition on the FEA model.
This process continues iteratively until a converged solution step is obtained [45].

10.5 Contact Resistance Model
Contact resistance is the resistance to conduction heat transfer that occurs where
two parts in an assembly interface. In reality, the two parts in contact do not rest against
each other perfectly. There are small gaps due to the surface variation, which contain air.
The air acts as an insulator and doesn’t conduct heat as effectively as the solids in full
contact would [1]. In a disc brake wheel-end assembly, there are multiple interfaces that
could significantly contribute to the overall conduction heat transfer problem, which is
evaluated using FEA in this paper (see Section 11.4). The main joints where contact
resistance was modeled were the wheel to hub and brake rotor to hub interfaces.
In the literature review, Section 9.6, three papers were examined that studied the
topic of contact resistance for bolted joints in a commercial vehicle wheel-end assembly.
They primarily analyzed the effects of interface conditions and clamp pressure on contact
resistance. Tirovic and Voller [33] developed an equation for the thermal conductance of
a bolted wheel-end joint. This equation was dependent on the average pressure of the
interface. This equation assumed typical conditions for the interface. These included
machined contact surfaces with the presence of minor corrosion. The equation did not
include any dependence on temperature. The contact surfaces were assumed to be in
full contact. Tirovic and Voller presented this equation as a good reference for basic
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engineering calculations, so it was used for determining the average interface thermal
conductance in the conduction heat transfer FEA model.
The relationship between average thermal resistance and average thermal
conductance at an interface is shown in Equation (17).
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 =

1
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑

(17)

Conduction heat transfer through a contact interface is described by Equation (18).
𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 ∆𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡

(18)

where: 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = contact surface area of the interface
∆𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 = temperature difference between the two surfaces
Average interface pressure was calculated in MPa using Equation (19).
𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 =

1000 × 𝑁𝑇𝑏
𝐾𝐷𝐴

(19)

where: 𝑁 = number of interface mounting bolts
𝑇𝑏 = recommended bolt tightening torque (𝑁 × 𝑚)
𝐾 = torque-friction coefficient – assumed to be 0.2 for dry tightening conditions.
𝐷 = diameter of the mounting bolt (𝑚𝑚2 )
𝐴 = interface area (𝑚𝑚2 )
The average interface pressure in MPa was used in the equation developed by Tirovic
and Voller [33] to calculate the average thermal conductance in SI units (20).
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑(𝑎𝑣𝑔) = 80𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 + 2300
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(20)

10.6 Thermal FEA Theory
The transient conduction heat transfer problem of heat flow through the solid brake
components (rotor, hub, wheel, etc.) was solved using the finite element method. Brake
pad application and braking force were approximated with a heat flux applied to the brake
rotor. The temperature response of the system was determined over time. In addition to
the heat flux input, convection heat transfer was modeled on the exposed solid surfaces
as described in Section 10.3. Radiation heat transfer on the surfaces was modeled as
described in Section 10.4. Contact resistance was considered as explained in Section
10.5. This section explains the basic theory behind conduction heat transfer and how the
FEM was used to evaluate it. The finite element formulation methodology and conduction
heat transfer theory were accessed in the textbooks by Reddy and Gartling [46] and
Incropera et al. [47], respectively.
Conduction heat transfer is governed by Fourier’s Law, which states that the heat
flow within a solid is proportional to the solid’s temperature gradient. A constant, known
as the thermal conductivity of a material, defines the proportional relationship between
heat flow and temperature gradient. Fourier’s Law in three dimensions, describing heat
flux per unit area within a solid, is depicted in Equation (21).
𝑞" = −𝑘∇T

(21)

where 𝑘 = is the thermal conductivity of the material
̂𝑥
∇= is the gradient vector 𝒆

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑥

+ 𝒆̂𝑦

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑦

̂𝑧
+𝒆

𝑇 = is Temperature.
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𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑧

In order to study conduction in a transient three-dimensional setting useful for FEA,
the conduction equation in differential form must be developed. This is accomplished by
performing an energy balance on a differential control volume, shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Energy Balance on a Differential Control Volume
By substituting Fourier’s law for the heat flux in the energy balance, Equation (22) is
produced. This equation establishes a relationship between the change of temperature
over time, the spatial variation of temperature gradient, and the internal heat generation
in a solid.
𝜌𝐶

𝜕𝑇
𝜕
𝜕𝑇
=
(𝑘𝑖𝑗
)+𝑄
𝜕𝑡 𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗

where: 𝜌 = the density of the material
𝑡 = time
𝐶 = specific heat
𝑄 = internal heat generation per unit volume
𝑘𝑖𝑗 = components of the thermal conductivity tensor
𝑖, 𝑗 are summed over a range 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3
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(22)

Solutions to the differential equation shown in (22) are very complex and nearly
impossible to solve for complex geometries, such as the wheel-end assembly of interest
in this study. This necessitates the use of the FEM to discretize the solid domain into
many finite elements. The FEM provides an approximation method for the temperature
distribution of each element. The element approximations can be assembled into a global
system with the ability to solve the entire solid domain.
To prepare the differential conduction equation (22) for use in a discretized solution
for FEA, it must be manipulated into a weighted integral and weak form. Multiplying by a
weight function and integrating over a single discrete element produces the weighted
residual form shown in Equation (23).
0 = ∫ [𝜔 (𝜌𝐶
Ω𝑒

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝜔 𝜕𝑇
− 𝑄) + 𝑘𝑖𝑗
] 𝑑𝒙 + ∮ (𝑞𝑎 + 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑟 )𝜔 𝑑𝒔
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑖 𝜕𝑥𝑗
Γ𝑒

(23)

where: Ω𝑒 = a typical element
𝜔 = the weight function
Γ 𝑒 = the boundary of a typical element
𝑞𝑎 , 𝑞𝑐 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑞𝑟 = applied, convective, and radiative heat fluxes, respectively.
Next, the temperature distribution across an element must be approximated by an
approximation or interpolation function as shown in Equation (24). The interpolation
functions are a product of the specific element shapes used for the FEA.
𝑛𝑒

𝑇(𝒙, 𝑡) ≈ ∑ 𝑇𝑖𝑒 (𝑡) 𝜓𝑖𝑒 (𝒙)
𝑖=1

where: 𝑖 is incremented through the element nodes
𝑛𝑒 = the total number of nodes
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(24)

𝜓𝑖 = the interpolation (shape) function of the element
Finally, to form the Galerkin, weak form finite element model for a single element, the
weight function in Equation (23) must be replaced with the shape function 𝜓𝑖 (𝒙) and the
temperature replaced with the approximation in Equation (24). The final finite element
model is given by Equation (25).
𝑛𝑒

0 = ∑ (𝑀𝑖𝑗𝑒
𝑗=1

𝑑𝑇
+ 𝐾𝑖𝑗 𝑇𝑗𝑒 ) − 𝑄𝑖𝑒 + 𝑞𝑖𝑒
𝑑𝑡

where: 𝑀𝑖𝑗𝑒 = ∫Ω 𝜌𝐶𝜓𝑖 𝜓𝑗 𝑑𝒙, 𝐾𝑖𝑗 = ∫Ω 𝑘𝑚𝑛
𝑒

𝑒

𝜕𝜓𝑖 𝜕𝜓𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑚 𝜕𝑥𝑛

(25)

𝑑𝒙,

𝑄𝑖𝑒 = ∫Ω 𝜓𝑖 𝑄(𝒙, 𝑡) 𝑑𝒙 , 𝑞𝑖𝑒 = ∮Γ 𝜓𝑖 (𝑞𝑎 + 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑟 ) 𝑑𝒔
𝑒

𝑒

Summation is assumed on repeated indices (𝑚, 𝑛 = 1, 2, 3)
The equations above were developed for a single element. To become applicable
for a physical problem made up of many elements, Equation (25) must be exhibited in
matrix form. Equation (26) shows the finite element model for a single element in matrix
form.
𝑴𝒆 (𝑻𝒆 )𝑻𝒆̇ + 𝑲𝒆 (𝑻𝒆 )𝑻𝒆 = 𝑸𝒆 (𝑻𝒆 ) − 𝒒𝒆 (𝑻𝒆 )
where: 𝑻𝒆̇ =

𝜕𝑻

𝜕𝝍

(26)

𝜕𝝍𝑇

, 𝑴𝒆 = ∫Ω𝑒 𝜌𝐶𝝍𝝍𝑇 𝑑𝒙 , 𝑲𝒆 = ∫Ω𝑒
𝑘𝑚𝑛
𝑑𝒙
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝑚

𝑛

𝑸𝒆 = ∫Ω𝑒 𝝍𝑄 𝑑𝒙, 𝒒𝒆 = ∮Γ𝑒 𝝍(𝑞𝑎 + 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑟 ) 𝑑𝒔
Finally, the equations for individual elements must be assembled into global matrices to
solve the entire solid domain. The global assembled equations are given by Equation
(27).
𝑴(𝑻)𝑻̇ + 𝑲(𝑻)𝑻 = 𝑭(𝑻)
where: 𝑴 = ∑𝒆 𝑴𝒆 , 𝑲 = ∑𝒆 𝑲𝒆 , 𝑭 = ∑𝒆 𝑭𝒆 , 𝑭𝒆 = 𝑸𝒆 + 𝒒𝒆 .
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(27)

Equation (27) represents the global set of matrix equations that the FEA solver will
evaluate for the wheel-end thermal distribution. The boundary conditions to the system
are represented by 𝑭(𝑻), which includes the applied, convective, and radiative conditions.
The density and specific heat of the solid materials is incorporated in the 𝑴(𝑻) coefficient
matrix and thermal conductivity is incorporated in the 𝑲(𝑻) coefficient matrix. All of the
coefficient matrices 𝑴, 𝑲, or the boundary conditions 𝑭 can be dependent on
temperature, thus forcing the solution of the global matrix equations to be non-linear.
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11.0 Numerical Simulation Methodology
The disc brake heat transfer problem was analyzed using a coupled CFD/FEA
simulation method. CFD was used to calculate HTC’s. An iterative process of transferring
HTC’s from CFD to FEA was developed. The temperature distributions of the wheel-end
components were calculated using the FEA model. The overall simulation workflow, CFD
and FEA setup, and analysis cases to be run are presented in the remainder of this
section.
11.1 Simulation Workflow
Preliminary Workflow Development
To solve the research problem of determining the temperature distribution
throughout a CVDB wheel-end, dependent on aerodynamic effects; a coupling method
had to be developed between the fluid and solid domains. A few different methods were
attempted in a simplified analysis of a brake rotor and set of pads in the CFD software
Star-CCM+. The first was a fully coupled conjugate heat transfer steady-state CFD
analysis of both the solid and fluid domains. Boundary conditions and geometry for this
simulation are summarized in Figure 12. The software was incapable of fully coupling the
fluid and solid domains, while also modeling the rotation of the brake rotor. An attempt
was made to use moving reference frames to approximate rotor rotation, but the velocity
of the air near the rotor did not indicate any rotation as shown in Figure 13.
To remedy the lack of rotor rotation, the Star-CCM Co-Simulation tool was utilized.
This tool provided for the coupling of two independent steady state CFD analyses; one
for the fluid and one for the solid. Rotor rotation was successful in the fluid domain;
however, the steady state condition could not consider rotor rotation in the solid domain.
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Since the brake heat generation was approximated using heat flux at the brake pad
surfaces (see Figure 14), heat built up in one area of the brake rotor. This effect is
demonstrated in Figure 15. In reality, the brake rotor rotates and the heat from the brake
pads is distributed nearly uniform throughout the brake rotor.

Figure 12: Boundary Conditions for Simple Steady-State Conjugate HT Case
Because of the heat build-up in one area of the rotor, the same Co-Simulation tool
was reconsidered, but it was used to couple the transient solid and steady state fluid
models. Brake rotor rotation was modeled in both solid and fluid domains. The fluid
domain retained a moving reference frame in steady state to approximate rotation;
however, the solid domain utilized a rotating mesh in real time. The steady state fluid
domain was updated at set time intervals within the transient solid analysis to reduce
computational resource requirements. The boundary conditions for this analysis are
summarized in Figure 16 and an example result of rotor temperature distribution is shown
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in Figure 17. The rotor temperature distribution was much more uniform, since the heat
was being carried throughout the rotor by its rotation.

Figure 13: Steady State Conjugate HT – No Rotor Rotation
This preliminary analysis provided useful insight into the behavior of convection
heat transfer coefficient and the use of a dynamic mesh. It had one major limitation for its
use to study the full geometry needed for this thesis. The brake disc in most commercial
vehicle applications is a ventilated brake disc. If the rotor is modeled using true dynamic
mesh rotation in a solid simulation, there must be a mapping/interpolation function that
can apply a “fixed domain” heat transfer coefficient to the “moving domain” of the brake
rotor. For a solid, axisymmetric disc, this was easily obtainable because the geometric
relationship between the solid and fluid domain was always the same, independent of
what angle the rotor was at in its cycle. A ventilated disc is different. Unless the time step
and rotor rotation is meticulously controlled, the “vent” portions of the rotor may end up in
alternating locations with respect to the fixed fluid domain. These observations lead to the
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development of the final workflow (see next section), which kept the HTC boundary
conditions axisymmetric about the brake rotor rotation axis.

Figure 14: Steady State Co-Simulation Boundary Conditions

Figure 15: Steady State Co-Simulation Temperature Distribution
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Figure 16: Transient/Steady-State Co-Simulation Boundary Conditions

Figure 17: Transient/Steady-State Solid Temperature Distribution (𝑡 = 1000 𝑠)
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Final Workflow
The following process was used to “manually couple” the CFD and FEA
simulations for determining the temperature distribution in the solid wheel-end
components. The same process was repeated for each unique set of geometry and
braking energy inputs. Note that this procedure assumes the braking input will be a
constant energy flow, representative of a constant drag brake application.
The work summarized in the preceding section guided the development of the
simulation workflow by finding methods that didn’t work and examining a complex method
that wasn’t feasible for the research problem. The finalized workflow took elements from
each of the preceding analyses. Steady-state CFD was chosen to analyze the fluid
domain, since it is well suited to solve external flows around a vehicle with large amounts
of separation and turbulence. Steady state CFD was utilized in other brake heat
dissipation problems as highlighted in Section 9.5. A steady-analysis was chosen instead
of a transient CFD mainly to reduce the computational resources required. Given the
number of CFD analyses that had to be run, it would have been impractical to solve the
fluid domain as a transient problem. For the solid domain, a transient analysis was
chosen, because of the heavily transient behavior of the solid brake components.
To couple the solid and fluid domains, surface-averaged HTC’s were transferred
from the CFD to the FEA and average surface temperatures were transferred from the
FEA to the CFD. Using average HTC’s and surface temperatures ensured that the
convection and radiation boundary conditions on the wheel-end components were
axisymmetric about the axle centerline. As described in Section 10.1, the heat input for
the FEA analysis was applied uniformly around the brake rotor, instead of at one location
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representing the brake pads. The combination of the axisymmetric convection, radiation,
and heat input allowed the transient FEA to ignore rotation of the brake rotor and still
obtain a fairly uniform rotor temperature distribution.
The simulation process for one geometry and braking energy input case is
described in Figure 18. It begins with a CFD analysis of the ambient temperature condition
(Step 1). The average HTC’s calculated in this run were applied to the first transient FEA
to calculate the temperature distribution vs. time (Step 2). From the FEA model, average
surface temperature was extracted at seven time points and used as inputs into seven
CFD analyses, as depicted in Figure 19. (Step 3). The seven CFD analyses calculated
average HTC’s at each of the time points, thus generating HTC vs. time curves for each
surface in the model. These HTC vs. time curves were used as inputs into the second
transient FEA.
The FEA recalculated average surface temperatures (Step 4), which were
compared with the original temperatures assumed for the CFD (Step 5). If the
temperatures calculated in the FEA model varied significantly from the temperatures
assumed in the preceding CFD analysis, then new temperatures were input into the CFD
model, and the process repeated. The new temperatures input into the CFD were either
copied directly from the FEA or modified with an under-relaxation factor.
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Figure 18: CFD-FEA Simulation Workflow Diagram

Figure 19: CFD-FEA Coupling Workflow Diagram
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Comments on Heat Transfer Coefficient
A key element to the simulation workflow was the transfer of HTC’s from the CFD
analysis to the FEA. This transfer of average HTC’s between simulations was performed
manually, rather than utilizing a mapping or interpolation methodology.
The CFD was used to calculate HTC’s as averages over individual component
surfaces. The HTC’s were calculated in reference to an ambient temperature of 22°C.
CFD results demonstrated that the air temperature directly surrounding the brake
components increased significantly above ambient. This caused convection heat transfer
to flow into the solid components, rather than away from them. Since all of the HTC’s are
referenced to an ambient temperature of 22°C, this caused some HTC’s to have a
negative sign.
The negative signs on the HTC values are a direction indicator, and they were
applied directly as is from the CFD to the FEA. They represented heat flow into the wheelend components via convection that is caused by a rise in air temperature around the
brake and wheel-end assembly.

Exhibition of the Process
In Section 12.1, the results from the first geometry case and braking scenario (see
Section 11.2) are presented in detail to showcase the simulation process described
above. These results help explain how convergence was obtained for the CFD-FEA
coupling and how the negative heat transfer coefficients took fluid heating into account.
An example result plot from Section 12.1 is shown in Figure 20. It shows that the hub
surface temperature and HTC’s do change between simulation attempts.
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Figure 20: Inner Hub HTC’s and Temperatures (Case 1 – Attempt 1 vs. 4)

11.2 Description of Analysis Cases
A total of five geometry cases were analyzed in this study. The first geometry was
the disc brake rotor and wheel-end components in an open domain, without wheels or
tractor-trailer. The second geometry consisted of the disc brake wheel-end, with the
addition of wheels in the CFD and wheels in the FEA. In Cases 1 and 2-U, a U-shaped
disc brake rotor was used (see Figure 21). The resulting temperature distribution (see
Section 12.2) showed that the conduction heat transfer to the hub was fairly minimal, due
to the narrow cross section, where the rotor attached to the hub. This prompted the
analysis of a “Flat” brake rotor (shown in Figure 22), where the attachment to the hub was
much closer to the inboard wheel-bearing. This was geometry case 2-F. For the third
case, the CFD was enhanced with the wheel-end geometry on a tractor and trailer, and
the flat style brake rotor was used. The FEA geometry remained the same as the second
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case (2-F). Finally, the fourth case added the trailer side skirts to the CFD model, with the
FEA unchanged (2-F). These geometry cases are summarized in Table 7, with major
dimensions listed in Table 8. CAD models for each of these geometry cases are shown
in Figure 23 through Figure 28. The five geometries were run in sequence so that the
complexity of the simulations gradually increased. Each subsequent geometry, except for
2-F, added a new aerodynamic restriction to flow around the brake assembly, so that
contribution of each element could be compared.

Figure 21: U-Shaped Brake Rotor Section View

Figure 22: Flat Brake Rotor Section View
Table 7: Summary of Analysis Geometry Cases
Case #
1
2-U
2-F
3
4

CFD Components

FEA Components

Brake rotor, hub, bearings, and
axle
All wheel-end and brake rotor, Brake rotor, hub, bearings, axle,
wheels, and tires.
and wheels
Same as 2-U, except with Flat
Same as 2-U, except with Flat
Rotor
Rotor
Addition of standard trailer
Same as Case 2-F
components to 2-F
Addition of trailer side skirts to
Same as Case 2-F
Case 3
All wheel-end and brake rotor
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Brake
Scenarios
1
1
1
1, 2
1, 2

Table 8: Domain and Component Dimensions
Description
Dimension Units
Brake Rotor Diameter
430
mm
Brake Rotor Thickness
45
mm
Rim Diameter
22.5
in
Case 1 and 2 Domain Length
5.080
m
Case 1 and 2 Domain Width
3.175
m
Case 1 and 2 Domain Height
3.175
m
Case 3 and 4 Domain Length 165.661
m
Case 3 and 4 Domain Width
15.240
m
Case 3 and 4 Domain Height 23.114
m
Semi Trailer Half-width
1.307
m
Truck-tractor Length
21.294
m
Truck-tractor Max. Height
3.929
m

Figure 23: Case 1 CFD and FEA Geometry
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Figure 24: Case 2-U CFD and FEA Geometry

Figure 25: Case 2-F CFD and 2-F, 3, 4 FEA Geometry
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Figure 26: Case 3 CFD Geometry – Full Domain View

Figure 27: Case 3 CFD Geometry – Tractor-Trailer Close-up
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Figure 28: Case 4 CFD Geometry – Side Skirts Added
For geometry cases 1, 2-U, and 2-F, only one braking scenario was evaluated. For
Cases 3 and 4, two braking energy input scenarios were evaluated. Unfortunately, for
drag braking, many variables were beyond the scope and control of this study, because
the specific vehicle configuration (truck and trailer) was not known. These variables
(reviewed in Section 10.1), are dependent on vehicle configuration. These braking
analysis cases ignored any effects of retardation or brake imbalance. It was assumed that
all of the energy required to maintain a constant vehicle speed entered the brake rotor
(see Equation (5)). The overall goal of these braking energy inputs was to establish a
realistic scenario that demonstrated minimal adverse impact to the wheel-end for the
standard trailer geometry case (#3), but had the greatest potential to show an increase in
wheel-end temperature when the trailer side skirts were introduced (#4).
The braking scenarios are depicted in Table 9. Braking Scenario 1 was based off
of the ECE R13 Type II test and the work by Voller et al. [2]. The scenarios were set up
such that one consisted of lower vehicle speed (Case 1), but steeper incline versus the
second case of higher speed and gentler incline. This was chosen to investigate the
impact the trailer side skirts might have at different vehicle speeds. Braking Scenario 2
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was developed by choosing the highway speed of 88.51 km/hr (55 mph) and then running
the geometry Case 3 CFD/FEA with only ambient HTC’s on various inclines. The incline
of 3% was chosen, because the temperature distribution at the end of 720 seconds for
braking Scenario 2 was similar to the temperature distribution at the end of 720 seconds
for braking Scenario 1 (see Section 12.3).
Table 9: Braking Energy Input Scenarios
Scenario # Vehicle Speed (km/hr)
1
2

30
88.51

Incline (%) Drag Time (s)
6
3

720
720

11.3 CFD for Calculation of HTC
The CFD analyses for this study were performed in ANSYS Fluent. The primary
purpose of the CFD analysis was to compute the HTC’s on the solid boundaries. They
were utilized in the FEA as boundary conditions to the transient heat conduction problem.

Solver and Solution Details
The CFD in ANSYS Fluent was solved as a steady-state problem. Air was modeled
as a compressible ideal gas, suitable for low Mach number external flows. The material
properties of the air (fluid) are described in Figure 29. The SST K-ω turbulence model
was used for the approximation of turbulence and calculation of the Reynolds Stresses.
The geometry solved was three dimensional. Heat transfer and the energy equation were
enabled; however, radiation heat transfer was not computed.
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Figure 29: Material Properties for Air (Fluid) in the CFD Analysis
ANSYS Fluent offers two types of solvers, the pressure-based or the densitybased solver. The density-based solver provides more benefit for high Mach number and
highly compressible flows, so the pressure-based solver was used for this work. All of the
flow speeds considered were low Mach number. The pressure-based solver utilized a
segregated approach for solving the governing equations. The segregated method used
was “SIMPLE” (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) which was
recommended for steady-state flows [40]. For initial analyses and to improve
convergence, first order spatial discretization was implemented. Second order spatial
discretization was used to complete all of the analyses for better accuracy of the solution.

Geometry
The geometry for the CFD analyses was prepared in Solidworks. An assembly of
the disc brake wheel-end was created first, which was also used in the FEA (see Section
11.4). A fluid domain was modeled around the assembly and Boolean operations were
used to extract the fluid volume. The full fluid domain, with the outer faces shown
transparent for geometry Case 1 is presented in Figure 30. See Section 11.2 for more
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details on the five geometries analyzed. Note that for Cases 3 and 4, only half of the semitrailer was modeled in the domain.

Figure 30: Fluid Domain Geometry for the Case 1 CFD Analysis
A close-up view of the Case 1 wheel-end boundaries in the fluid domain is provided
in Figure 31. A top section view of the fluid domain is shown in Figure 32. The components
modeled include a brake rotor, hub, hubcap, and axle tube. The brake caliper, brake
mounting bracket, and pads were omitted so that the wheel-end geometry remained
axisymmetric about the axle centerline. The axisymmetric geometry of the wheel-end
parts was necessary to directly correlate with the wheel-end geometry in the FEA.
This geometry for the CFD analyses was simplified and “cleaned-up” extensively
from the original componentry CAD models. Many small features were removed or
simplified to eliminate sharp edges and the creation of low quality cells in the mesh. All
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fasteners were removed to simplify the fluid mesh and correspond to the contact
resistance approximation used in the FEA (see Section 10.5).

Figure 31: Wheel-End Boundaries Modeled for CFD Case 1

Figure 32: Section View of Wheel-End Fluid Domain for Case 1
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Mesh
The meshes were generated for the fluid domains using the ANSYS Mesher.
Inflation (or prism) layers were created surrounding all of the wheel-end solid boundaries,
in addition to the lower surface of the domain, which represents the ground. In Cases 3
and 4, it was included on the trailer components too. The purpose of the inflation layers
was to capture the boundary layer fluid flow behavior. A top section view of the tetrahedral
volume mesh for Case 1 is shown in Figure 33, cutting through the wheel-end assembly.
Due to the geometry complexity and number of cells generated with a tetrahedral mesh
in ANSYS Mesher, Fluent was used to convert the tetrahedral mesh to a polyhedral mesh.
Converting to a polyhedral mesh in Fluent reduced the cell count considerably.

Figure 33: XY Top Section View of Tetrahedral Volume Mesh (Case 1)
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The final number of cells in the polyhedral mesh for each CFD case are listed in Table
10. The polyhedral mesh for Case 1 is shown in Figure 34 and Figure 35. Case 2-U and
Case 2-F exhibited similar meshes.
Table 10: CFD Mesh Cell Counts
Case #
1
2-U
2-F
3
4

Description
Number of Cells
No wheels in open domain
8,051,977
Wheels added in open domain
14,659,603
Wheels added with flat brake rotor
14,405,273
Flat brake rotor with trailer geometry
23,742,286
Addition of trailer side skirts
24,418,775

Figure 34: XZ Top Section View of Polyhedral Volume Mesh (Case 1)
For geometry Case 3 and 4, some additional controls were added to the mesh,
due to the large size and cell count of the mesh in comparison to Case 1 and 2. The
domain was enlarged substantially, as shown in Figure 26, so that the boundaries were
sufficiently far away from the truck-trailer combination.
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Figure 35: Isometric View of Polyhedral Mesh on Solid Surfaces (Case 1)
The size of the cells at the outer reaches of the domain were allowed to grow substantially
larger than cells near the truck-trailer by use of a body-of-influence sizing in ANSYS
Mesher. This refinement region extended well behind the trailer to adequately capture the
turbulence and separation region. A side section view of the refined tetrahedral mesh
near the truck-trailer is shown in Figure 36. The full domain polyhedral mesh is shown
with the outsides transparent in Figure 37. The polyhedral surface mesh on just the
tractor-trailer is shown in Figure 38, and a section view of the mesh near the wheel-end
is depicted in Figure 39 for Case 3.
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Figure 36: Tetrahedral Mesh Refinement near the Truck-Trailer (Case 3)

Figure 37: Polyhedral Mesh on the Full Domain (Case 3)
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Figure 38: Polyhedral Surface Mesh on the Truck-Trailer (Case 3)

Figure 39: Polyhedral Volume Mesh around the Wheel-End (Case 3)
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Fluid and Temperature Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions for the CFD analyses consisted of both fluid velocity and
temperature conditions. The overall flow field was established using a velocity inlet. The
outlet of the domain was set as a pressure outlet, while the top and sides acted as
symmetry planes, to simulate slip-walls. For Cases 3 and 4, the symmetry plane on the
left side of the domain (when viewing the front) modeled the symmetry of the trailer and
entire fluid domain. The ground was defined as a no-slip wall, with a prescribed velocity
that matched the inlet, to simulate moving ground. Ambient temperature of 22°C was
specified for the velocity inlet and ground. Constant temperatures were applied per the
simulation workflow to all of the solid component boundaries that shared surfaces with
the FEA model (See Section 11.4), except for the hubcap. Angular velocity was specified
on the wall boundaries corresponding to rotating components (i.e. brake rotor and wheels)
to simulate the rotation in steady state. No mesh rotation or transient effects were
considered. These conditions are summarized in Figure 40 and Figure 41 for Case 1.
Cases 2, 3 and 4 utilized very similar velocity and temperature boundary conditions
to Case 1 for the wheel-end components. The wheels always received the same angular
velocity as the parts in orange in Figure 40. For Case 2, the outside diameter of the wheels
was treated as adiabatic. In Case 3 and 4, the outside diameter of the wheels was not
part of the CFD, because the tires were present. In these cases, all of the additional
surfaces (trailer box, tractor, side skirts, etc.) were treated as adiabatic, since they did not
have corresponding surfaces in the FEA model.
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Figure 40: CFD Component Boundary Conditions for Case 1

Figure 41: CFD Domain Boundary Conditions
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The method for assigning values of constant temperature to the boundaries was
described in Section 11.1. Section 11.2 explained the velocities used for the velocity
boundary conditions.

11.4 FEA for Temperature Distribution of Solids
The main goal of the FEA was to determine the transient temperature distribution
throughout the brake and wheel-end assembly and the maximum temperature obtained
by the interior of the hub near the wheel-bearings. The HTC’s from the CFD were applied
to the solid boundaries in this analysis.

Solver and Solution Details
The conduction heat transfer problem was solved with ANSYS Workbench
Mechanical using a transient thermal analysis. The solver used was the ANSYS Direct
Sparse Matrix Solver. Radiation heat transfer was also incorporated into the calculation
using the ANSYS Radiosity Solver, which required an iterative and non-linear analysis.
Constant material properties were used on all of the components except for the brake
rotor (see Table 11). Because the rotor was expected to experience much higher
temperatures than the other components in the assembly, temperature dependent
properties were used for it. The material properties of the brake rotor are shown in Table
12. These properties were input into the Engineering Data of the ANSYS Workbench
project, which utilizes linear interpolation to calculate the properties based on
temperature.
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Table 11: Constant Material Properties for the FEA [48], [49], [50], [51], [52]
Material Description Steel Tubing
Components
Axle
Density
Thermal Conductivity
Specific Heat

7800
52
470

AISI 52100
Bearings
7810
46.6
475

Ductile Iron
Carbon Steel
Hub
Spindle, Axle Nut
7500
35
490

7845
51.9
486

AISI 1012 HR
Steel Wheels
7870
51.9
472

Units
kg/m3
W/(m*C)
J/(kg*K)

Table 12: Grey Cast Iron Temperature Dependent Properties [1]
Temperature 22

100 200 300 400 500 600 °C

Density 7050 7050 7050 7050 7050 7050 7050 kg/m3
Thermal Conductivity 52.5 52.5 51.5 50.5 49.5 48.5 48.5 W/(m*°C)
Specific Heat 265 265 265 355 400 425 445 J/(kg*K)

The run time of the simulation was set to 720 seconds of real time (see Section
11.2). This loading was applied all within one load-step. Using the ANSYS program
controlled time stepping, a range for the time step was specified from 0.5 to 5 seconds.
This time step range was chosen by running a series of preliminary FEA with different
time steps from 0.25 to 5 seconds and comparing their results. The percentage difference
in temperature between through the range of time steps was very minimal, which
indicated that this range was sufficient to capture the macro level temperature changes
throughout the wheel-end assembly.

Geometry and Mesh
The geometry for the Transient Thermal FEA was created as an assembly in
Solidworks. The brake caliper, pads, brake chamber, carrier, and brake spider were
excluded to obtain an axisymmetric geometry about the axle centerline, as noted in
Section 11.3. The axisymmetric geometry made it possible to use axisymmetric and
averaged HTC’s from the CFD. The full geometry for the Case 1 FEA is shown in Figure
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42. Because the assembly was axisymmetric, the geometry was reduced to a 36° slice.
The sliced geometry is shown in Figure 43. The wheel-bearings were modeled with a
single solid steel component that filled the envelope typically occupied by the bearings.
The wheel-end assembly was meshed using the ANSYS Mesher, which is
integrated within the ANSYS Mechanical Transient Thermal application. For the initial run
cases, the default mesh settings were utilized; however, the mesh was refined using
global and local controls. Particular attention was paid to the narrow portion of the brake
rotor that attaches to the hub. The mesh was refined there to capture the high heat flow
in a narrow cross-section. Results from a FEA mesh dependency study are provided in
Section 12.4. The mesh used for the Case 1 geometry is shown in Figure 44. The FEA
geometry/mesh for Case 2, 3, and 4 was developed in the same manner as the
geometry/mesh for Case 1, except the wheels were included. The element counts for the
FEA mesh are shown in Table 13. Case 1 had the highest number of elements, because
the mesh count was reduced when the wheels were added to decrease solve time. The
addition of the wheels greatly increased the computational requirements to solve surface
to surface radiation heat transfer, necessitating the reduction in mesh count.
Table 13: FEA Element Counts

Case #

Description

1
2-U
2-F, 3, 4

U-rotor with no wheels
Wheels added to U-rotor
Wheels and flat rotor
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Number of
Elements
240,844
156,277
134,509

Figure 42: FEA Full Wheel-End Geometry (Case 1)

Figure 43: FEA 36° Sliced Geometry for Axisymmetric Analysis (Case 1)
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Figure 44: FEA Mesh for Sliced Wheel-End Geometry (Case 1)

Boundary Conditions
As discussed previously, the FEA model was reduced to a 36° slice of the full
geometry. To accommodate this, ANSYS Mechanical Cyclic Region Symmetry conditions
were applied to the cut faces on the model. These conditions allowed ANSYS to compute
the behavior of the full domain, with reduced resource requirements. One of the cyclic
symmetry regions is shown in Figure 45.
The thermal input for the FEA was a constant heat flow applied to the brake rotor
friction surfaces. The preliminary analyses mentioned in Section 11.1 demonstrated that
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a constant heat flow input only represented reality if the FEA geometry and boundary
conditions were axisymmetric about the axle centerline. This drove the need for
axisymmetric FEA geometry. The heat flow boundary conditions to the FEA are shown in
Figure 46.
Adiabatic boundary conditions were applied to the internal surfaces of the hub,
axle nut, and spindle that would be exposed to either hub lubricant or the inside of the
axle tube. Minimal convection heat transfer will occur to the inside of the axle tube, due
to the stagnant air within. Since the wheel-bearing heat generation is not being modeled,
the adiabatic condition on the hub surfaces was considered reasonable. A convection
condition would not be appropriate, since the wheel-bearings would most likely act as a
heat input to the system, rather than dissipating heat. The adiabatic boundary condition
regions for Case 1 are described by Figure 47. Cases 2, 3, and 4 were the same, except
the outside diameter of the rims was also adiabatic.

Figure 45: FEA Cyclic Symmetry Boundary Conditions
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Figure 46: FEA Heat Flow Boundary Conditions (Case 1 – Scenario 1)
Convection boundary conditions were applied to all of the faces shown in Figure
48 in Case 1. Cases 2, 3, and 4 also had convection on all of the exposed wheel/rim
surfaces, except the outside diameter that would contact the tire. For the first FEA of each
geometry case/braking scenario, HTC’s were constant values across each surface and
in time. After the first FEA, they became time dependent. There was no variation in HTC
that would create a non-axisymmetric boundary condition. Note that each region defined
by a letter in Figure 48 was modified independently. More detail on the generation of the
HTC’s and their inclusion in the FEA was described in Section 11.1.
Radiation heat transfer was modeled on the surfaces shown in Figure 49 for Case
1. Cases 2, 3, and 4 had radiation also defined on all of the exposed wheel/rim surfaces,
except the outside diameter towards the tire. This included all of the surfaces subject to
convection, except for the rotor vents. Radiation was not modeled from the rotor vents,
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because it was assumed that the radiation on those surfaces would be completely
absorbed by adjacent rotor surfaces [1].

Figure 47: FEA Adiabatic Boundary Conditions

Figure 48: FEA Convection Boundary Conditions
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Figure 49: FEA Radiation Boundary Conditions
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12.0 Results and Discussion
The results presented have been segregated into three sections. Section 12.1
presents the results from Case 1 in a detailed fashion that explains the simulation
workflow and process of combining CFD and FEA simulation to reach a converged
solution. In Section 12.2, the results from Case 1, 2-U, and 2-F are compared to analyze
the effects of adding wheels and altering the rotor/hub geometry from a U-shaped rotor
to a flat style rotor. The third section, 12.3, contains the results from Cases 3 & 4, in both
braking scenarios (1 & 2). This section focuses on the effect of adding side skirts to the
semi-trailer on both the CFD and FE analyses. In addition to the three primary results
sections, Section 12.4 discusses the mesh dependency of both CFD and FEA
simulations. Section 12.5 addresses the convergence of both CFD and FE analyses.
Throughout the presentation of results, a variety of surfaces in the CFD and FEA
models will be mentioned. These surfaces will follow the naming convention presented in
Figure 50.

Figure 50: CFD and FEA Model Surface Naming Convention
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12.1 Process Demonstration with Case 1
The premise of this study was to use CFD to calculate HTC’s in the fluid domain
and apply them to the solid FEA as boundary conditions. With this method, the CFD would
impart the aerodynamic effect of changing geometry around the wheel-end components
to the FEA. If the effect of temperature on HTC’s was ignored, then the iterative process
described in Section 11.1 would not have been necessary. The Case 1, Braking Scenario
1 results in this section demonstrate that the increasing temperature of the solid
components did impact the fluid domain by changing HTC’s and increasing the bulk
temperature of the passing air.

CFD Results
The simulation coupling process generated curves of the HTC’s with respect to
time. The first FEA were solved with constant HTC’s calculated at ambient temperature
conditions, followed by simulation attempts that utilized time dependent HTC’s. For Case
1, four attempts were required to reach an acceptable level of convergence, so HTC
curves and CFD temperatures on key surfaces for Attempts 1 versus 4 are presented in
Figure 51 through Figure 55. The first data point presented at 𝑡 = 0 𝑠𝑒𝑐 represents the
HTC’s determined at the ambient temperature conditions.
The HTC and CFD temperature vs. time curves for the brake rotor (Figure 51 and
Figure 52) showed only a slight variation of HTC vs. time as temperature increased. After
the initial ambient condition HTC, both brake rotor friction surfaces had a slowly
decreasing HTC with time. Between Attempt 1 and 4, there was also a fairly minimal
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change in the HTC’s. The outer hub surface (Figure 54) showed small differences
between Attempt 1 and 4; however, the HTC’s did change significantly with time.

Figure 51: Rotor Inboard HTC’s and Temperatures (Case 1 – Attempt 1 vs. 4)

Figure 52: Rotor Outboard HTC’s and Temperatures (Case 1 – Attempt 1 vs. 4)
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Figure 53: Inner Hub HTC’s and Temperatures (Case 1 – Attempt 1 vs. 4)

Figure 54: Outer Hub HTC’s and Temperatures (Case 1 – Attempt 1 vs. 4)
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Figure 55: Exposed Bearing HTC’s and Temperatures (Case 1 – Attempt 1 vs. 4)
They started out higher at 𝑡 = 0 𝑠𝑒𝑐, but then dropped to a minimum between 𝑡 =
100 𝑡𝑜 300 𝑠𝑒𝑐. Towards end time, the HTC’s increased, but did not fully recover their
original values. The inner hub (Figure 53) and the exposed bearing surfaces (Figure 55)
demonstrated similar trends to the outer hub surface; however, they actually generated
negative HTC’s. Both of these surfaces had more variation between Attempt 1 and 4 than
the brake rotor.
The main driver behind the fluctuating behavior of the HTC’s on the non-rotor
surfaces was the temperature of solid components, the amount of air heating that took
place, and the method used for calculating the HTC’s. The HTC’s were calculated with
Equation (14) as described in Section 10.3. The reference temperature chosen was 22°C.
For surfaces on the brake rotor, which exceeded 500°C by 𝑡 = 500 𝑠𝑒𝑐, the HTC’s
demonstrated a slight decreasing trend and varied slightly between attempts. This
occurred because rotor temperature always remained significantly higher than the bulk
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fluid temperature near the rotor in the CFD. For example, see Figure 56, which shows
that the temperature of the surrounding fluid near the brake rotor increased, but not to a
point that significantly altered the HTC values compared to the reference temperature.
On component surfaces like the outer hub, inner hub, and exposed bearing, the surface
temperature did not increase as significantly compared to the surrounding bulk fluid
temperature. The very hot brake rotor was heating the surrounding air to higher
temperature than these surfaces, especially at times 𝑡 = 100 𝑡𝑜 300 𝑠𝑒𝑐. This caused heat
transfer via convection to direct heat into the parts versus away. The negative heat
transfer coefficients shown in Figure 53 and Figure 55 were caused by this. As time
progressed, the surfaces with lower temperature were heated sufficiently to cause the
HTC’s to increase and nearly turn all positive again, indicating that convection had
reverted to dissipating heat away from those surfaces.

Figure 56: XZ Fluid Temperature at Various Times (Case 1 CFD)
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CFD to FEA Temperature Convergence
In step five of the simulation workflow (see Figure 18), the temperatures assumed
for the CFD were compared with the temperatures calculated in the FEA for each attempt.
In general, as more attempts were run, the assumed temperatures for CFD grew closer
to the temperatures calculated via the FEA. This behavior is exhibited in Figure 57 through
Figure 60. The surfaces with higher temperatures (brake rotor inboard and outboard) had
very little percentage error between the CFD and FEA temperatures. By the fourth attempt
for both rotor surfaces in Case 1, the percentage error was less than 0.09% (see Figure
57 and Figure 58). The inner hub surface of Case 1 demonstrated slightly higher
percentage error by the fourth attempt, approximately 0.26% (see Figure 59). In general,
the surfaces more susceptible to convection heating from bulk fluid temperature rise were
the most challenged to reach convergence. For Case 1 overall, convergence was
obtained between the CFD and FEA models, with a maximum percentage error of 0.61%
occurring on the axle surface. These results demonstrated the effectiveness of the
manual coupling between the FEA and CFD models. Similar results for the other cases
and braking scenarios are discussed in Section 12.5.
To aid in the convergence process between CFD and FEA solutions, an underrelaxation factor was applied to the temperatures transferred from one attempt to another.
Without an under-relaxation factor, the temperatures from a preceding attempt’s FEA
were used directly as inputs for the next attempt of CFD. This caused the percentage
error to have more positive and negative fluctuation, i.e., overshooting the converged
result. Some published literature was consulted such as Fluent help [40] and Star-CCM
[41] help material and a paper by Barron & Neyshabouri [53]. Generally, an under-
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relaxation factor of 0.7 was recommended for similar problems. This number was adopted
for nearly all of the simulations with very good results. The overshoot was significantly
reduced, aiding in faster convergence.

Figure 57: Rotor Inboard CFD and FEA Temp. vs. Time (Case 1 – Attempt 1 & 4)

Figure 58: Rotor Outboard CFD and FEA Temp. vs. Time (Case 1 – Attempt 1 & 4)
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Figure 59: Inner Hub CFD and FEA Temp. vs. Time (Case 1 – Attempt 1 & 4)

Figure 60: Outer Hub CFD and FEA Temp. vs. Time (Case 1 – Attempt 1 & 4)
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FEA Results
The FEA results for Case 1 helped reinforce the practical impact of the manual
coupling process for convection heat transfer between the CFD and FEA simulations. The
transient temperature response of the average rotor inboard temperature, rotor outboard
temperature, rotor to hub contact temperature, and the inner bearing contact temperature
are shown in Figure 61 through Figure 64 for Case 1 - constant h, Attempt 1, and Attempt
4 FEA simulations. From these plots is it readily apparent that the friction surface
temperatures and even the rotor to hub contact surface temperature were minimally
affected by incorporating the effects of temperature into calculating HTC’s. The inner
bearing contact surface to the hub was the most affected, as seen in Figure 64. By the
end of runtime at 720 seconds, the constant HTC simulation would have under-predicted
the bearing contact temperature by 5.5°C. It is also interesting to note that the Attempt 1
simulation would have over-predicted the temperature by 1.8°C. This shows that a single
iteration to include the temperature dependent HTC would not have been sufficient. It was
necessary to run multiple attempts and obtain convergence between the temperatures
assumed in the CFD and the temperatures calculated in the FEA.
Figure 65 summarizes the effect of temperature dependent HTC’s by plotting the
percentage difference of the Case 1 – Attempt 4 average temperatures vs. the Case 1 –
Constant HTC average temperatures for the four surfaces described in Figure 61 through
Figure 64. The inboard bearing contact surface had a 12.5% difference, whereas the rotor
to hub surface was only 3.5% and the rotor surfaces were at 1.09% and 1.14%.
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Figure 61: Case 1 FEA Rotor Inboard Temperature vs. Time Comparison

Figure 62: Case 1 FEA Rotor Outboard Temperature vs. Time Comparison
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Figure 63: Case 1 FEA Rotor to Hub Contact Surface Temp. vs. Time Comparison

Figure 64: Case 1 FEA Inboard Bearing Contact Temp. vs. Time Comparison
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Figure 65: Case 1 Avg. Temp. % Difference w.r.t. Constant HTC Simulation
Plotting the total or sum of all heat flow in and out of the hub via convection,
conduction, and radiation further exemplified the increase of convection heat transfer into
the hub due to heating of the fluid and increase in surrounding bulk temperature. In Figure
66 through Figure 68 the heat flow in Watts leaving the hub is defined as positive and
heat flow into the hub as negative. The convection heat flow into the hub increased
(became more negative) when the temperature dependent HTC’s were introduced. The
radiation heat transfer and conduction heat transfer into the hub actually decreased
slightly (became more positive). This most likely occurred because the added convection
into the hub increased hub temperature, thus reducing the temperature gradients that
drive both radiation and conduction into the hub.
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Figure 66: Case 1 Hub Radiation Heat Flow vs. Time Comparison

Figure 67: Case 1 Hub Conduction Heat Flow vs. Time Comparison
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Figure 68: Case 1 Hub Convection Heat Flow vs. Time Comparison

Summary
Figure 69 summarizes the impact of including temperature dependent HTC’s. It
shows the FEA heat flow percentage difference between the Case 1 constant HTC and
Attempt 4 simulations for the total rotor convection, hub convection, hub conduction and
hub radiation. At an early time the hub conduction showed a high percentage error
because the total hub conduction was very low. As time progressed, the rotor convection
showed very little percentage difference. Hub convection showed significant percentage
difference throughout the FEA run, while hub conduction and radiation were slightly
greater in magnitude than the rotor convection. These results demonstrate that the use
of the CFD to FEA coupling was beneficial, because there was a significant impact on the
hub heat flow when the coupling method was introduced. The rotor however, was only
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impacted minimally, because its temperatures were relatively high compared to the
surrounding bulk fluid temperature.

Figure 69: Case 1 Heat Flow Percentage Difference w.r.t. Constant HTC

12.2 Open Domain (Case 1, 2-U and 2-F) Comparison
The simulation cases 1, 2-U and 2-F compared the effects of adding wheels
around the disc brake wheel-end assembly and how the geometry of the brake rotor / hub
impacted heat transfer. The CFD results are presented first, followed by the FEA results.

CFD Results
Due to the nature of the simulation workflow, there were a large number of
available CFD runs for post processing and evaluation. Since Section 12.1 went into detail
describing the various CFD analyses run for different FEA time points, the last time point
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(720 seconds) will be presented in most CFD contour plots in this section and Section
12.3. The primary differences between the time point runs were found in the HTC results,
which will be described in more detail using the average values used within the coupling
workflow.
It should be noted, that the domain size for Case 1, 2, and 2-F was too small and
there were minor visible blockage effects present in the results. A velocity contour plot of
the entire domain, cut through the center of the wheel-end makes this evident (see Figure
70). The velocity of the air upstream of the wheel-end was slightly decreased, all the way
out to the end of the domain. It was decreased even further to the end of the domain
downstream of the wheel-end. For cases 3 and 4 (Section 12.3), this was corrected by
enlarging the domain significantly. These results for Case 1 and 2 are included even with
the slight inaccuracy to provide comparison for with and without the wheels.

Figure 70: Full Top View Wheel-End Mid-Plane Scalar Velocity (Case 2-U)
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Velocity contour plots of a plane cut through the center of the wheel-end, viewed
from the top, are shown in Figure 71. These plots demonstrate the significant impact the
wheels had when added in Case 2. For both the flat and U-shaped rotors, the velocity of
the air inside the wheel cavity was much lower than the air passing around the rotor in
Case 1. Case 1 even exhibited velocities well over the free stream air speed (30 km/h) at
the leading edge of the brake rotor. Figure 72 and Figure 73 reiterate the same
phenomena, but shown from a front view looking in the direction of airflow through the
domain and within the rotor vents, respectively. In Case 1, the rotor vents were exposed
directly to the incoming free-stream airflow. All of the red coloring in Figure 73 is air
velocity above 25 km/h, where this effect can be plainly seen for Case 1. Case 2-F and
2-U air velocity within the brake rotor vents was well below the free-stream velocity of 30
km/h.

Figure 71: Top View Wheel-End Mid-Plane Scalar Velocity (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
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Figure 72: Front View Wheel-End Mid-Plane Scalar Velocity (Case 1, 2-F, 2-U)

Figure 73: Rotor Mid-Plane Scalar Velocity (Case 1, 2-F, 2-U)
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For the last time point (where t = 720 s), plots of fluid temperature showed one of the
main products of the decreased air velocity within the wheel cavity (see Figure 74). In
Case 1, there was minimal heating of the air passing near the rotor, and it was only readily
apparent very close to the rotor. For Case 2-U and 2-F, the air inside the wheel cavity
was heated up significantly, especially on the side of the rotor towards the incoming air.
Case 2-U had higher surrounding air temperature than Case 2-F, probably due to the
larger exposed surface area at high temperatures. The increased air temperature
surrounding the brake rotor reduced the effectiveness of convection heat transfer from
the wheel-end.

Figure 74: Top View Mid-Plane Fluid Temp. (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
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Surface HTC’s are plotted in Figure 75 and Figure 76. The overall range of HTC’s
was quite large, being both positive and negative. As discussed in Section 11.1, the
negative HTC’s were the result of substantial heating of the air (shown in Figure 74), while
the reference temperature for the HTC’s was set to 22°C. Because of the large HTC
range, the full wheel-end plots in Figure 75 appear relatively similar for Case 1 and 2. The
effects of the wheels are still apparent, because the Case 2-F and 2-U areas of higher
HTC on the rotor do not coincide with the free-stream fluid orientation. Instead they are
based on the position of the wheel vent holes. In Figure 76, Case 1 demonstrates higher
HTC’s within the rotor vents than both Case 2-F and 2-U, because of the higher air
velocity and reduced amount of fluid heating shown previously.

Figure 75: Wheel-End Surface Heat Transfer Coefficient (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
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Figure 76: Rotor Mid-Plane Surface HTC (Case 1, 2-F, 2-U)
As part of the simulation workflow, the HTC’s shown in Figure 75 and Figure 76
were averaged and used as boundary conditions for the FEA. These averaged values for
key surfaces (Rotor Inboard, Rotor Outboard, Rotor Vents, Outer Hub, and Exposed
Bearing) are shown in Figure 77 through Figure 81. They are plotted versus time (0 to
720 s) and each data point represents the output from a single steady state CFD solve.
From these figures, a clear pattern was observed regarding HTC behavior in relation to
the relative temperature of the component surface in question. For the rotor surfaces,
which experienced very high temperatures as time progresses (see FEA Results later in
Section 12.2), the HTC’s remained nearly constant, with a slight decreasing trend with
increasing time. The surfaces on the hub or bearing; however, experienced a much higher
fluctuation in HTC. Generally they started out positive for the constant HTC case, then
trended downward for the t = 120 case, followed by an increase each consecutive time
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step. This trend was relegated to the surfaces that had significantly lower temperatures
than the brake rotor and that were in close proximity to more stagnant air and increased
air temperature.
Figure 77 through Figure 79 revealed a very significant trend regarding the
convection behavior of the brake rotor with respect to the wheels being added to the CFD
domain. Adding the wheels for Case 2-F and 2-U dramatically decreased the rotor HTC’s
compared to Case 1, which did not include the wheels. Case 2-F and Case 2-U were very
similar, with only minor differences in rotor HTC. The HTC’s on the lower temperature
surfaces followed a similar trend to the rotor HTC’s; however, they were not as distinct.
As discussed earlier, these surfaces were impacted by the rise in fluid temperature near
stagnation regions close to the rotor, which made their differences more variable. Case 1
still possessed the best convection heat transfer for both faces. Case 2-F and 2-U were
very similar on the outer hub surface, but significantly different for the exposed bearing
surface. Case 2-F and 2-U had identical outer hub geometries within the wheel cavity,
which explains why Figure 80 shows little difference between them. Due to the different
rotor styles (flat vs. U-shaped), the HTC’s for the U-shaped rotor dipped lower because
of the deeper cavity behind the rotor and increased air temperature rise (see Figure 74).
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Figure 77: Rotor Inboard Average HTC vs. Time (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)

Figure 78: Rotor Outboard Average HTC vs. Time (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
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Figure 79: Rotor Vents Average HTC vs. Time (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)

Figure 80: Outer Hub Average HTC vs. Time (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
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Figure 81: Exposed Bearing Average HTC vs. Time (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)

FEA Results
Similar to the CFD results presented previously, the contour plots shown in this
section are from the final time point of the drag braking event (𝑡 = 720 𝑠). Information from
the intermediate times during the braking event was best described using surface
averaged quantity versus time curves. The FEA results include temperature, heat flux and
heat flow through the solid parts. The temperature of components is described first. This
will be followed by heat flow and heat flux information to expose the reasons for the
temperature behavior.
Figure 82 and Figure 83 show the brake rotor and other component temperatures,
respectively, for the final time point of the FEA. Case 1 rotor temperature is visibly lower
than Case 2-F, and Case 2-U appears slightly hotter than 2-F. For all three cases, the
inboard side of the rotor appears marginally hotter than the outboard side. This possibly
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occured because the outboard side is closest to the conduction path to the hub. The hub
in Case 2-F reached much higher temperatures than the hub in Case 1 and 2-U. The
temperature versus time curves for the rotor friction surfaces in Figure 84 and Figure 85
help clearly distinguish these trends. The final average friction surface temperatures were
highest for Case 2-U, and lowest for Case 1, with Case 2-U and 2-F being the most
similar.
The temperature curves shown in Figure 86 and Figure 87 make clear the
differences in hub temperature response between the flat style brake rotor and the Ushaped brake rotor. Case 1 and Case 2-U have very similar temperatures for the rotor to
hub and hub to inner bearing. Case 2-U remained slightly higher throughout the braking
event. On both plots, Case 2-F temperatures are dramatically higher; on the order of
200°C for the rotor to hub contact and 70°C higher at the interface with the inner bearing.

Figure 82: Rotor Temperature at 𝑡 = 720 𝑠 (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
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Figure 83: Temperature (Excluding Rotor) at 𝑡 = 720 𝑠 (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)

Figure 84: Rotor Inboard Average Temperature (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
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Figure 85: Rotor Outboard Average Temperature (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)

Figure 86: Rotor to Hub Contact Average Temperature (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
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Figure 87: Inboard Bearing Contact Average Temperature (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
Looking at heat flux (Figure 88 for the rotor, Figure 89 for the other components)
highlights the differences between the flat rotor and U-shaped rotor and how they transmit
heat by conduction to the hub. The heat flux through the rotor itself is pretty consistent
among the cases. The heat flux appears slightly higher in Case 2-U and Case 2-F versus
Case 1, in the necked down portion of the rotor. In Figure 89, the U-shaped rotor
introduces heat flux to the hub near the wheel mounting flange. From there, it is either
directed towards the wheels or wheel mounting flange, and also down towards both
inboard and outboard bearings. The flat rotor in Case 2-F directs the heat flow directly
into the hub near the inboard bearing. This causes the inboard bearing to experience a
much higher temperature rise for the flat rotor case than for the U-shaped rotor. Figure
89 clearly shows that the heat flux magnitude entering the hub in Case 2-F is much
greater than in Case 1 and Case 2-U.
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Figure 88: Rotor Heat Flux at 𝑡 = 720 𝑠 (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)

Figure 89: Heat Flux (Excluding Rotor) at 𝑡 = 720 𝑠 (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
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The heat flow and percentage breakdown of heat flow from the brake rotor is
described in Figure 90 through Figure 95. Radiation heat transfer was the lowest
throughout the braking event for Case 1, where the wheels were not present. Adding
wheels allowed the rotor to dissipate a substantial amount of heat to the wheels,
especially for the U-shaped rotor, which has more exposed surface area than the flat style
rotor. For all three cases, radiation heat transfer comprised a significant portion of the
heat dissipation for the rotor. Even Case 1, without the wheels, had nearly 26% of rotor
heat dissipation attributed to radiation by the end of the braking event. Case 2-U reached
44% of heat dissipation attributable to radiation.
Looking at Figure 92 and Figure 93, convection heat transfer from the rotor was
much more prominent for Case 1, because of the high air velocity around the rotor
compared to Case 2-U and 2-F. By the end of the braking event, convection contributed
67.6% for Case 1, compared to 46.2% for Case 2-U and 41.2% for Case 2-F. Convection
heat transfer from the rotor increased with time for all three cases; however, the
percentage convection actually decreased over time. This opposed the trend of
percentage radiation heat transfer in Figure 91, which increased over time. The radiation
increased in effectiveness and percent contribution, because of its 4th power dependence
on the increasing temperature and the significant opportunity for surface to surface
radiation in Case 2-U and 2-F.
Conduction heat flow from the rotor to the hub versus time is shown in Figure 94
(heat flow) and Figure 95 (percentage). Case 2-F showed a dramatically higher heat flow
to the hub than 2-U. Case 1 conduction was even lower, with maximum of only 1175 W
and 6.6%. Case 2-F had a maximum percentage of 31.2%; however, this occurred around
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a time of 97 seconds, very early in the braking event. As time progressed, the conduction
percentage decreased for Case 2-F; however, it still retained a much higher percentage
than the conduction in Case 1 and 2-U. The much larger amount of conduction heat
transfer from the rotor to the hub in Case 2-F is mainly attributable to the close proximity
of the rotor to the hub. The U-shaped rotor has a large portion of surface area leading to
the hub that allows more convection heat transfer to occur, as noted in Figure 92 and
Figure 93. This contributes to the reduced temperature of the rotor to hub interface for the
U-rotor compared to the flat style rotor (see Figure 86), in turn helping reduce the
conduction to the hub significantly.

Figure 90: Rotor Radiation Heat Dissipation (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
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Figure 91: Rotor Percentage Radiation Dissipation (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)

Figure 92: Rotor Convection Heat Dissipation (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
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Figure 93: Rotor Percentage Convection Dissipation (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)

Figure 94: Rotor Conduction Heat Dissipation (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
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Figure 95: Rotor Percentage Conduction Dissipation (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
In order to examine and compare the behavior of heat transfer through the wheelhub and the bearings, plots were created showing each type of heat flow for the hub. Any
positive values of heat flow indicate heat exiting the hub, whereas negative values
indicate it entering the hub. These plots are depicted in Figure 96 through Figure 98.
For nearly all of the braking event, radiation heat transfer was actually adding heat
to the hub (see Figure 96) for all cases. Case 1 experienced the lowest amount of
radiation heat input to the hub, most likely due to the lack of wheels around the hub to
amplify surface-to-surface radiation. Case 2-U was nearly in the middle of the other two
cases, and Case 2-F showed the largest amount of radiation heat flow into the hub. It
should be noted that the Case 2-F hub has more surface area in direct proximity of the
rotor, which may have contributed to the amount of radiation heat transfer it received.
Convection heat flow into or out of the hub (see Figure 97) showed a lot of variation
between the cases, although the overall magnitude was small in comparison to the
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convection that occurred from the brake rotor. Case 1 and 2-F initially started out with
convection heat transfer leaving the hub, a brief period of heat entering the hub, and then
again leaving the hub. Case 2-U instead had convection that added heat to the hub for
the majority of the run. One possible explanation for this phenomena is the greater heating
of the air in the wheel-cavity for Case 2-U compared to Case 1 and 2-F. This was
previously discussed and demonstrated in Figure 74.
The convection heat flow curves in Figure 97 exhibited piecewise behavior,
especially during the earlier times. It was most notable for Case 2-F. This effect is a direct
result of the simulation workflow and transfer of convection HTC’s from the CFD to the
FEA. Since the updated HTC’s were only transferred to the FEA for every 120 seconds
of runtime; the resolution was not fine enough to avoid these effects on the heat flow.
Unfortunately, the simulation workflow was limited in the number of CFD’s that could be
run to update HTC’s by time and computational restraints. Even so, this result
demonstrates the importance of including convection heat transfer due to bulk fluid
heating and it allowed for capturing the majority of the impact.
The hub conduction plot in Figure 98 emphasizes the differences between the Ushaped and flat style rotors. Conduction heat flow from the rotor into the hub was much
higher for the flat rotor than the U-shaped rotor (also see Figure 94). Note that heat from
the rotor into the hub should have a negative sign in the plot, but conduction actually went
to net positive out of the hub by 𝑡 = 332 𝑠. This occurred because so much of the heat
input from the rotor was conducted directly into the inboard bearing. Comparing Figure
98 to Figure 96 and Figure 97, it is apparent that conduction was the main driver behind
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heat transfer into the hub for Case 2-F, while for Case 1 and 2-U, conduction was much
more in line with radiation heat transfer.

Figure 96: Hub Radiation Heat Dissipation (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)

Figure 97: Hub Convection Heat Dissipation (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
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Figure 98: Hub Conduction Heat Dissipation (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
Since conduction through the hub was of special interest to consider the effects of
heat flow to the inner bearing, the conduction heat transfer to the bearings was plotted.
The heat flow to the inboard and outboard bearings are shown in Figure 99 and Figure
100, respectively. As expected, the heat flow to the inboard bearing was much greater in
Case 2-F than in Case 1 and Case 2-U. Since the flat style rotor was much closer to the
inboard bearing and the hub provided a direct conduction path to the bearing, the heat
flow reached 4365.7 W for Case 2-F, compared to only 679.8 W for Case 2-U and 573.5
W for Case 1. It was interesting to note that the outboard bearing actually experienced
less heat flow for the flat style rotor and it was more delayed than Case 1 and 2-U. This
occurred because the U-shaped rotor connects to the hub at the wheel mounting flange
compared to the flat rotor that attaches far away from the outboard bearing (reference
Figure 89).
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Figure 99: Hub Conduction to Inboard Bearing (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)

Figure 100: Hub Conduction to Outboard Bearing (Case 1, 2-F, and 2-U)
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Summary
Cases 1, 2-U and 2-F were included in this analysis to investigate the effect of
adding wheels around an air disc brake wheel-end on heat dissipation. Two different
brake rotor / hub geometries were compared as well. The CFD analysis determined that
the introduction of wheels created a region of low velocity air within the wheel cavity. This
significantly reduced the HTC’s on the rotor and some of the other braking and wheelend components. The CFD also demonstrated that the wheels increased the amount of
fluid heating that occurred in the proximity of the brake rotor and within the cavity created
by the inboard wheel. Both the decreased HTC’s and increased fluid heating when the
wheels were added contributed to reduced effectiveness of convection heat transfer from
the wheel-end.
Brake rotor temperature increase in the FEA by the end of the brake application
duration was the highest for Case 2-U and lowest for Case 1. As time progressed
throughout the run, the difference in temperature between the cases increased. Radiation
heat transfer contributed significantly to the temperature differential and took over a larger
percentage of heat transfer as temperatures increased towards the end of the brake
application. Addition of the wheels in Case 2-U and 2-F increased radiation heat transfer
from the brake rotor because of the surface-to-surface radiation that occurred between
the brake rotor and wheels. The FEA also demonstrated that the wheels reduced
convection heat transfer by over 20% in Case 2-U and 2-F, compared to Case 1.
Conduction heat transfer behavior was heavily influenced by the geometry of the brake
rotor interface with the hub. The flat style rotor (2-F) conducted heat much more effectively
right into the hub near the inboard bearing. The U-shaped rotor (2-U) kept the inboard
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bearing temperature much lower, because the brake rotor attached near the wheel
mounting flange. The U-shaped rotor also appeared to more efficiently convect and
radiate heat in the narrow section connecting to the hub than the flat rotor, which attributed
to the much lower hub interface temperature it had.
The results from Case 1, 2-F and 2-U described the primary effects of adding
wheels and hub geometry on the wheel-end heat dissipation. These findings aided in
confirming the geometry used for the semi-trailer simulation cases (flat rotor). The flat
rotor was chosen for the full trailer analyses, because it increased the temperature more
than the U-shaped rotor at the inboard wheel bearing. It had the most potential for causing
wheel-bearing and wheel-end thermal damage.

12.3 Semi-Trailer Simulations (Case 3 and 4) Comparison
The primary purpose of simulation cases 3 and 4 was to compare the effect of
adding trailer side skirts on the heat dissipation and cooling behavior of the disc brake
wheel-end. Geometry cases 3 and 4 were each performed with two braking scenarios.
The braking scenarios demonstrated the impact vehicle speed had on the effectiveness
of the trailer side skirts to alter the heat dissipation behavior. The results from these 2
cases and 2 scenarios (4 combinations total) are broken up by CFD and FEA results.

CFD Results
Similar to Section 12.2, many CFD simulation runs were available for Cases 3 and
4; one Fluent run was completed for seven time points that correlated to the times within
the FEA models. This amounted to a total of 28 Fluent simulations. In the following
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contours, the 𝑡 = 720 𝑠 time point was used, because the flow field demonstrated very
little dependency on the temperature of the component surfaces. The HTC’s were
dependent on the time point and component temperatures, so these will be discussed for
multiple time points in average value plots. For some of the contour plots, two scales are
shown, one for each braking scenario. The legends at the left of the figure apply to the
two plots directly horizontal from the legend. Braking Scenario 1 is always at the top of
the figure, and braking Scenario 2 is always at the bottom.
Streamline air velocity around the truck and trailer combination is shown in Figure
101. Figure 102 shows the vector air velocity on a plane in line with the wheel-end and
Figure 103 shows a scalar velocity plot on the same plane. All three of these contours
depict the typical flow patterns observed for truck-trailer analyses. A region of low velocity
was created directly at the front of the vehicle. There were two primary separation regions.
One was underneath the trailer behind the simulated tractor drive wheels. The other
region was extended far behind the rear of the trailer. The addition of the trailer side skirts
for Case 4 created a region of reduced air velocity underneath the trailer, denoted by the
red arrows in Figure 101. The main body of air that came around the tractor wheels and
curled under the trailer was diverted along the outside of the side skirts. At a macro level,
the flow field around the trailer was unchanged with the addition of the side skirts. The
main impact was under the trailer but the side skirts also created a region of air just
outboard of them with reduced velocity, highlighted by arrows in Figure 102. Thus the
skirts altered the velocity of air enveloping the tires / wheel-end from under the trailer and
the velocity of air passing by the outside of the wheel-end. In Figure 103, the regions of
reduced air velocity created by the side skirts are even more obvious.
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Figure 101: Velocity Streamlines – Under Trailer (Case 3 & 4)

Figure 102: Vector Velocity – Full Model (Case 3 & 4)
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Figure 103: Full Top View Wheel-End Mid-plane Scalar Velocity (Case 3 & 4)
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Although the Case 3 contours show that the velocity under the trailer is lower than the
free stream velocity (30 km/hr – Scenario 1 or 88.15 km/hr – Scenario 2), the Case 4
contours definitely demonstrated a reduction in velocity directly ahead of the front trailer
axle.
In Figure 104, the static pressure contours correlate with the velocity plots, by
indicating higher pressure on the front of the tires for Case 3. The higher pressure is a
result of higher velocity air impacting the tires in Case 3. A low pressure region, could be
seen at the outboard edge of the tires. For both scenarios, Case 3 pressure at this edge
was lower than Case 4, since the air velocity directly ahead of the tires was higher for
Case 3.
Figure 105 shows a close-up view of air velocity near the wheel-end on the same
plane as Figure 103. In this close proximity to the tires, the air velocity directly in front of
the tires is fairly close between Cases 3 and 4, since the tires are obstructing flow. The
most obvious effect of the side skirts here is the reduced velocity around the sides of both
inboard and outboard tires, as highlighted by the arrows. This translates to slightly
reduced air velocity within the wheel cavities. Velocity on a vertical plane through the
center of the wheel-end is presented in Figure 106. The trends on the vertical plane
correlate with the horizontal plane. The velocity outboard and inboard of the tires slows
for Case 4. The reduced velocity region was focused more towards the ground, as a
region of lower velocity was already present in both Case 3 simulations just outboard from
the top of the tires. The air velocity between tires near the ground was also greatly
affected by the side skirts presence, more so than the velocity between the tops of the
tires.
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In Figure 107, the air velocity on a plane sectioning the brake rotor vents is shown.
Note that the contour scales for these plots are different than the preceding scales,
because of the overall reduction of air velocity within the wheel cavity. There is definite
reduction in air velocity near the center of the brake rotor and the axle going from Case 3
to Case 4. There is also some reduction in velocity within the rotor vanes, more notable
to the rear of the axle.
Although this section (12.3) is focused on comparing the four semi-trailer
simulation cases, it is worth noting the impact of the wheels on airflow around the wheelend by making a comparison between Case 1, Case 2-F, and Case 3 (Scenario 1 and 2).
The macro-scale flow for Case 1 and 2-F were quite different from Case 3 and 4, so this
is not a direct comparison; however, it has significant value for general discussion. Note
that Case 1 also used the U-shaped rotor, rather than the flat style rotor in Case 2-F and
Case 3 (Scenario 1 and 2). This comparison, of scalar velocity on a top view plane
sectioning the wheel-end, is shown in Figure 108. Although the flow field around the
wheel-end is very different between the open-domain cases and the cases with the trailer
present, it is very clear the presence of the wheels has a very significant effect on the air
velocity immediately contacting the brake rotor and hub. Comparing the reduction in
velocity within the wheel cavity in Case 2-F to the reduction in velocity caused by the side
skirts, it is apparent that the wheels have a much greater impact on the flow than the side
skirts do. Therefore, the wheels probably negate much impact the side skirts would have
in reducing velocity near the wheel-end because the wheels have already done so.
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Figure 104: Trailer Suspension Static Pressure (Case 3 & 4)

Figure 105: Top View Wheel-End Mid-Plane Scalar Velocity (Case 3 & 4)
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Figure 106: Front View Wheel-End Mid-Plane Scalar Velocity (Case 3 & 4)

Figure 107: Rotor Mid-Plane Scalar Velocity (Case 3 & 4)
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Figure 108: Top View Wheel-end Mid-Plane Scalar Velocity (Case 1, 2-F, & 3)
Figure 109 compares the air temperature on a top view plane sectioning the center
of the wheel-end. These contours were generated at 𝑡 = 720 𝑠., which was the last CFD
run for each case, with highest temperatures. It appeared that the velocity reduction from
Case 3 to Case 4 near the wheel-end did not have much of an observable impact on the
amount of fluid heating that occurred. All four simulations demonstrated significant
heating of the air within the wheel cavity. Braking Scenario 2 had slightly lower
temperatures, due to higher free-stream velocity. Once again, it appears that the
presence of the wheels had a more significant impact on fluid heating than the addition
of the side skirts (see Figure 74).
The wheel-end surface HTC’s are plotted in Figure 110. Similar to Case 1, 2-F,
and 2-U (See Figure 75), the differences between Case 3 and 4 for both braking scenarios
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were not very apparent because of the large HTC range. Much of the negative HTC’s
occurred on the back side of the hub, where temperatures were lower and surrounding
air temperature was high. The presence of the vent hole in the inboard wheel was readily
apparent, due to a concentrated region of higher HTC’s, where air velocity impacting the
brake rotor was higher. The HTC’s on the rotor vent surfaces (Figure 111) more readily
show the effect of adding the side skirts, because nearly all of the HTC’s were positive.
Going from Case 3 to Case 4, there was a definite reduction in HTC. It was especially
prevalent near the ID of the brake rotor, but it also extended radially outward.

Figure 109: Top View Wheel-End Mid-Plane Fluid Temperature (Case 3 & 4)
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Figure 110: Wheel-End Surface HTC (Case 3 & 4)

Figure 111: Rotor Mid-Plane Surface HTC (Case 3 & 4)
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Similar to the plots of average HTC’s presented in Section 12.2 (Figure 77 through
Figure 81), Figure 112 through Figure 116 contain the averaged HTC’s from Cases 3 and
4, both braking scenarios, for five selected surfaces. The inboard, outboard, and vent
surfaces of the brake rotor provided some concrete examples of the trends observed in
the contour plots. As in Section 12.2, the rotor temperature was much higher than the
fluid temperature and ambient air temperature, so the rotor HTC’s did not exhibit
significant fluctuation progressing through the FEA time points. All of the HTC curves for
the rotor had a slight downward trend as the time and rotor temperature increased.
In Figure 112, the inboard rotor surface HTC decreased going from Case 3 to 4 for
both braking scenarios 1 and 2. Braking scenario 2 exhibited a greater decrease than
braking scenario 1. For the outboard rotor surface, plotted in Figure 113, the trend was
reversed. The HTC increased moving from Geometry Case 3 to 4; however, the increase
was nearly negligible (< 1

𝑊
𝑚2 𝐾

) for both braking scenarios. The rotor vents (Figure 114),

followed the inboard rotor surface, demonstrating a significant HTC reduction in Case 4,
compared to Case 3. Once again, the decrease was greater for braking scenario 2 than
1. These results suggest a relationship between the slower air velocity in Case 4 on the
inboard side of the wheel-end assembly and the reduced averaged HTC’s. It seems that
the lower air velocity caused the lower HTC’s on both the inboard rotor surface and the
rotor vents, because both are exposed to airflow passing the inboard side of the inner
wheel. The outboard rotor surface seems unaffected by the lower air velocity in Case 4,
because it is sunk within the wheel-cavity and isolated from some of the surrounding flow
changes. The larger decrease in HTC’s noted for braking scenario 2 over 1 may indicate
that at higher vehicle speeds, the addition of side skirts has more impact to the brake
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cooling. This result will be further verified in the following discussion of FEA results and
the temperature vs. time curves of the brake rotor (Figure 119 and Figure 120).
The HTC plots of the outer hub and exposed bearing surfaces (Figure 115 and
Figure 116) did not demonstrate the definitive trends that the rotor surfaces had. As
mentioned in Section 12.2, this was caused by the significant change in fluid temperature
with respect to the lower component surface temperature and fixed ambient reference
temperature. Rather than attempting to draw qualitative conclusions from these plots,
they are best understood as examples of the HTC values used in the CFD to FEA
coupling.

Figure 112: Rotor Inboard Average HTC vs. Time (Case 3 & 4)
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Figure 113: Rotor Outboard Average HTC vs. Time (Case 3 & 4)

Figure 114: Rotor Vents Average HTC vs. Time (Case 3 & 4)
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Figure 115: Outer Hub Average HTC vs. Time (Case 3 & 4)

Figure 116: Exposed Bearing Average HTC vs. Time (Case 3 & 4)
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FEA Results
The FEA results from Cases 3 and 4 are presented in the same manner as for
Cases 1 and 2. All of the contour plots are from the final time of the drag braking event
(𝑡 = 720 𝑠). Average surface temperatures and heat flow are presented in X-Y plots to
provide information on the system behavior throughout the drag braking event.
The component temperatures are presented in Figure 117 and Figure 118. The
Case 4, Scenario 1 rotor experienced the highest temperature compared to the other
three simulations. For both braking scenarios, the rotor experienced an increase in
temperature with the addition of the trailer side skirts. In Case 1 and 2, the inboard rotor
face was always hotter than the outboard face, regardless of rotor type (see Figure 82).
For Case 3 and 4, Braking Scenario 1, the inboard face did appear slightly hotter. Braking
Scenario 2 produced a lower temperature on the inboard face. This is probably explained
by realizing that the inboard face is more exposed to high velocity air, than the outboard
face, which is nestled in the wheel cavity. Braking scenario 2 may have initiated more
convection heat transfer from the inboard face because of the higher free stream velocity.
The temperature contours presented in Figure 118 show that Case 4, Scenario 1
produced the highest temperature in the hub. Similar to the rotor, addition of the side
skirts always caused the temperature to increase slightly. The temperature distribution
for all 4 cases appeared very similar. The rims exhibited a slight increase in temperature
and heat propagation to the wheels for the Case 4 geometry.
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Figure 117: Rotor Temperature at 𝑡 = 720 𝑠 (Case 3 & 4)

Figure 118: Temperature (Excluding Rotor) at 𝑡 = 720 𝑠 (Case 3 & 4)
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The average surface temperature vs. time for the inboard and outboard rotor
surfaces is presented in Figure 119 and Figure 120, respectively. All four simulation runs
are shown. Case 3 and 4, Braking Scenario 1 had lower friction surface temperatures
than Scenario 2 until about 400-450 seconds on the inboard rotor face, and until about
450-500 seconds for the outboard face. For both braking scenarios, the Case 4 geometry
always produced a higher temperature throughout all 720 seconds than the
corresponding Case 3 run. The temperature differential between the cases with/without
side skirts was always greater for braking scenario 2. This corresponds to the findings in
the CFD results section, where the decrease in inboard rotor and rotor vent HTC’s was
greater for braking scenario 2 than scenario 1. For the outboard rotor friction surface, the
temperature change between case 3 and 4 was also greatest in braking scenario 2;
however, the HTC’s on this surface experienced very little change (see Figure 113).
The rotor to hub contact surface and hub to inboard bearing contact surface
average temperature are plotted in Figure 121 and Figure 122, respectively. Both of them
exhibited similar trends to the rotor surface temperature plots; however, their behavior
was more delayed and less pronounced, due to their relative distance from the brake rotor
and friction surfaces. In both figures, braking scenario 2 started out with slightly higher
temperatures, but eventually ended up at temperatures lower than braking scenario 1.
Adding the side skirts in Case 4 always resulted in a slight temperature increase over
Case 3.
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Figure 119: Rotor Inboard Average Temperature (Case 3 & 4)

Figure 120: Rotor Outboard Average Temperature (Case 3 & 4)
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Figure 121: Rotor to Hub Contact Average Temperature (Case 3 & 4)

Figure 122: Inboard Bearing Contact Average Temperature (Case 3 & 4)
The final average temperatures from this analysis for the four surfaces discussed
are summarized in Table 14. The percentage change between Case 3 and 4
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temperatures is presented in Table 15. The final temperatures of the braking scenario 1
analyses were the highest; however, Table 15 highlights that addition of the side skirts
during braking scenario 2 (higher air velocity) generated a larger percentage increase in
final temperature for all four of these surfaces monitored. For both braking scenarios, the
outboard rotor surface experienced slightly less percentage change than the inboard rotor
surface. This ties back into the minimal change in HTC observed on that surface, due to
its location down inside the wheel cavity.
Table 14: Case 3 & 4 Final Time (𝑡 = 720 𝑠) Average Temperatures
Braking
Scenario

Case

Rotor Inboard
Rotor
Rotor to Hub
(°C)
Outboard (°C)
(°C)

3
4
3
4

1
2

624
650
577
620

610
634
578
616

Inboard Bearing
Contact (°C)

280
293
241
260

109
112
101
106

Table 15: Final Time Average Temp. Percentage Change for Case 3 & 4
Braking
Rotor Inboard
Scenario
1
2

4.3%
7.4%

Rotor
Outboard

Rotor to Hub

Inboard Bearing
Contact

3.9%
6.6%

4.5%
7.8%

3.3%
5.4%

Heat flux for the brake rotor and other components is depicted in Figure 123 and
Figure 124. Differences between the cases and scenarios are not very apparent in these
figures. For all four simulation runs, the heat flux through the rotor and wheel-end
components was very similar. A large amount of the heat flow into the hub from the rotor
was directed towards the inboard bearing.
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Figure 123: Rotor Heat Flux at 𝑡 = 720 𝑠 (Case 3 & 4)

Figure 124: Heat Flux (Excluding Rotor) at 𝑡 = 720 𝑠 (Case 3 & 4)
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To better quantify the differences in heat flow behavior between the cases, the
total heat flow for various surfaces in the model was plotted. These heat flow quantities
were divided up by type (conduction, radiation, and convection) and by rotor and hub
components. The total radiation heat transfer vs. time for the brake rotor is shown in
Figure 125. The percentage of rotor heat dissipation via radiation is presented in Figure
126. The amount of radiation heat transfer increased when the side skirts were added for
both braking scenarios. The increase was greater for braking scenario 2, consistent with
the temperature trend presented in Figure 119 and Figure 120. The percentage of
radiation heat transfer was very different between the two braking scenarios, even though
the amount of radiation heat flow was similar. Braking scenario 1 relied on radiation much
more than scenario 2. This is likely due to the large increase in convection heat transfer
for scenario 2 compared to scenario 1, because of the higher vehicle speed and freestream velocity (see Figure 127). Rotor convection dissipation is plotted in Figure 127
and the percentage of convection in Figure 128. Both plots indicate that braking scenario
2 was more highly dependent on the mode of convection heat transfer because the
convection heat flow and percentage convection were much higher in scenario 2.
Between Case 3 and 4, Case 3 had higher convection heat transfer and percentage
throughout the entire drag braking event. Rotor conduction exhibited similar behavior to
radiation with the addition of the side skirts. It increased and heat flow was in a similar
range for both braking scenarios; however, conduction remained a much smaller portion
of the overall rotor heat dissipation for scenario 2.
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Figure 125: Rotor Radiation Heat Dissipation (Case 3 & 4)

Figure 126: Rotor Percentage Radiation Dissipation (Case 3 & 4)
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Figure 127: Rotor Convection Heat Dissipation (Case 3 & 4)

Figure 128: Rotor Percentage Convection Dissipation (Case 3 & 4)
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Figure 129: Rotor Conduction Heat Dissipation (Case 3 & 4)

Figure 130: Rotor Percentage Conduction Dissipation (Case 3 & 4)
Heat flow data and mode percentage for the final time of 720 seconds is displayed
in Table 16. The heat flow percentage change from Case 3 to Case 4 for both braking
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scenarios is presented in Table 17. These tables reiterate what was learned from the
preceding figures: adding side skirts decreased the percentage convection heat transfer,
which was counteracted by an increase in both conduction and radiation. The increase in
conduction heat transfer was more substantial than the slight increase in radiation heat
transfer. Because convection was such a large portion of the heat transfer for braking
scenario 2, the percentage change in convection for adding the side skirts was less than
scenario 1 (-6.0%). This decrease in convection; however, stimulated increases in
conduction and convection that were higher percentage change than scenario 1.
Table 16: Case 3 & 4 Final Time Total Rotor Heat Flow and Percentages
Braking
Scenario
1
2

Conduction

Case
3
4
3
4

Convection

Radiation

W

%

W

%

W

%

5329
5975
4338
5248

30.4%
34.4%
15.7%
19.1%

9603
8642
21138
19871

54.7%
49.7%
76.6%
72.4%

2624
2761
2116
2314

14.9%
15.9%
7.7%
8.4%

Table 17: Case 3 & 4 Final Time (𝑡 = 720 𝑠) Rotor Heat Flow Percentage Change
Braking
Conduction Convection Radiation
Scenario
1

12.1%

-10.0%

5.2%

2

21.0%

-6.0%

9.4%

Figure 131 through Figure 133 show the radiation, convection, and conduction
heat flow out of the hub, similar to plots shown in Section 12.2 (Figure 96 through Figure
98). They followed the same convention, where heat flow out of the hub is defined as
positive, and into the hub as negative.
For all cases and braking scenarios, the hub received heat via radiation. The
addition of the side skirts increased the radiation input for both braking scenarios;
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however, the spread was larger for braking scenario 2. This phenomena coincides with
the radiation heat transfer trends for the rotor discussed previously. Convection heat
transfer for the hub started initially as an input to the hub, later converting to dissipation
away from the hub as temperatures increased. Although braking scenario 1 and 2
demonstrated the same trend, scenario 2 behavior was more exaggerated. As discussed
in Section 12.2, the convection heat transfer plot in Figure 132 demonstrated a piecewise behavior, due to the resolution of the CFD to FEA update process. Overall
conduction heat transfer to and from the hub was quite similar for all 4 simulations, as
shown in Figure 133. Initially conduction heat transfer started off as an overall input to the
hub, but later became an output from the hub due to the large amount of heat transfer to
the inner bearing (see Figure 134).

Figure 131: Hub Radiation Heat Dissipation (Case 3 & 4)
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Figure 132: Hub Convection Heat Dissipation (Case 3 & 4)

Figure 133: Hub Conduction Heat Dissipation (Case 3 & 4)
Figure 134 and Figure 135 show the hub heat flow to the outboard and inboard
bearings, respectively. Table 18 summarizes the final values of these plots at 𝑡 = 720 𝑠.
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The heat flow to the inner bearing was much larger than the heat flow to the outer bearing,
given its close proximity to the brake rotor on the inboard side of the hub. Adding the side
skirts for either braking scenario caused an increase in the heat flow to the inner bearing,
but a decrease in heat flow to the outer bearing. The increase to the inner bearing for
braking scenario 2 was greater than scenario 1, as shown in Table 19. The changes in
heat flow to the outer bearing were insignificant, due to their low order of magnitude
compared to the inner bearing.

Figure 134: Hub Conduction to Inboard Bearing (Case 3 & 4)
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Figure 135: Hub Conduction to Outboard Bearing (Case 3 & 4)
Table 18: Case 3 & 4 Final Time (𝑡 = 720 𝑠) Hub to Bearing Total Heat Flow
Braking
Scenario
1
2

Case
3
4
3
4

Inboard
Outer Bearing
Bearing (W)
(W)
3851
146
4052
133
3138
159
3438
122

Table 19: Case 3 & 4 Final Time Hub to Bearing Heat Flow Percentage Change
Braking Inboard Outboard
Scenario Bearing Bearing
1
5.2%
-9.0%
2
9.6%
-23.1%

Summary and Discussion
The CFD simulations for Case 3 and 4 demonstrated that adding the side skirts to
the semi-trailer reduced the air velocity in front of and passing to the sides of the wheelend assembly. This was accompanied by a reduction in static pressure for the forward
facing side of the front axle tires. Very similar phenomena was observed for both braking
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scenarios. Even though side skirts do impact velocity near the wheel-end and brake
components, a comparison with the velocity results from Section 12.2 indicated that the
wheels have a much more significant effect on the air flow reaching the brake assembly
than the side skirts. The wheels also increased the heating of the air around the brake
assembly (see Figure 74), whereas almost no change in air temperature was observed
between Case 3 and 4. The reduced air velocity near the wheel-end when the side skirts
were added created a corresponding reduction in HTC’s for the high temperature
surfaces, such as the brake rotor. Lower temperature surfaces did not exhibit such a
distinct trend, due to the heating of the air and having a fixed HTC reference temperature.
The outboard rotor friction surface was impacted the least, because it is nestled down
inside the wheel and isolated from flow changes. At higher speeds, i.e. braking scenario
2, the decrease in most rotor HTC’s was greater.
The change in HTC’s when adding the trailer side skirts had immediate influence
on the FEA and the resulting wheel-end temperature distribution. The temperature of
nearly all faces increased when the side skirts were introduced. The largest temperature
changes were observed on the brake rotor and in braking scenario 2. Comparing the
inboard and outboard rotor faces, it was apparent that outboard face underwent a lesser
temperature increase than the inboard face, because its HTC decrease was minimized
by being within the wheel cavity. Total heat flow plots showed a decrease in convection
heat transfer with the addition of the side skirts. Once again, in braking scenario 2, this
decrease was more pronounced. In both scenarios, radiation and conduction heat
transfer had to increase to compensate for reduced convection. Conduction increased
more than radiation.
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The average temperature of the hub surface that contacts the inner bearing was
monitored in the FEA and plotted in Figure 122. One of the research questions posed for
this project was if the side skirts could potentially cause damage to the wheel-bearings
via increased operating temperature. Based on available literature (see Section 9.1), a
reasonable threshold for damage to occur in a wheel-bearing is 121°C [11]. The maximum
surface-averaged temperatures after the 720 second brake drag were nearing the
threshold for both braking scenarios, but they never crossed it. The side skirts did
increase the temperature by 3.3% and 5.4% for braking scenarios 1 and 2, respectively.
There were also some factors that were outside the scope of this study, such as the heat
generated by the bearings due to rotation and the impact of grease/lubricant within the
hub on the cooling of the bearing. The bearings were also modeled with a simplified
geometry. It is possible that these additional elements could have altered the observed
temperature increase. Even though the bearing contact surface did not reach the damage
threshold, the main take-away was that the side skirts have a measurable impact on
bearing temperature. It is possible that other braking scenarios (i.e. repeated snubs
followed by slow speeds) could increase bearing temperature more. The increase in rotor
temperature is probably of more interest, because an increase in brake rotor
temperatures can have direct impact on brake pad wear, life expectancy and stopping
performance. The percentage change in rotor friction surface temperature was slightly
higher than the inner bearing contact surface, but the overall temperatures were in a
range that could be detrimental to the brake. Any increase in temperature at these levels
can lead to some amount of increased degradation.
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12.4 Mesh Dependency Studies
Mesh dependency studies were performed with both the CFD and FEA models to
verify mesh independence of the results. The CFD and FEA mesh dependency studies
are presented in the two following sections.

CFD Mesh Dependency
The CFD mesh dependency study was performed by using the original mesh
created for the Case 3 – Scenario 1 simulations and refining it. Mesh parameters were
adjusted in ANSYS Mesher to generate new tetrahedral meshes. After the tetrahedral
mesh was generated, it was imported into Fluent and converted to a polyhedral mesh.
The single time point of 𝑡 = 480 𝑠 for Case 3 – Scenario 1 was used to specify the
temperature boundary conditions. The temperatures used were from the last converged
state of the original simulation. The CFD run was continued for 2000 iterations for each
version of refined mesh, so that the final state for each was consistent. Table 20 contains
the mesh parameters that were altered to refine the mesh, as well as the number of cells
and percentage increase in cells from the original mesh cell count. Section views of the
polyhedral mesh close-up to the wheel-end and farther out over a portion of the domain
are shown in Figure 136 and Figure 137, respectively. The majority of the mesh
refinements occurred near the surface of the wheel-end components, but the free stream
regions were refined slightly going from the original mesh to Level 1.
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Table 20: CFD Mesh Dependency Parameters
Level
Original
Level 1
Level 2

Max. Tet
Size (m)
0.8
0.6
0.6

Max Face Min Face Defeature # of Tet.
# of Poly
Size (m) Size (m) Size (m)
Cells
Cells
0.6
0.0005
0.0001
41,762,574 23,742,286
0.4
0.0004
0.00009 49,438,246 27,018,092
0.4
0.0003
0.00009 61,628,040 32,557,384

% Poly
Change
14%
37%

Figure 136: Wheel-End Poly Mesh from CFD Mesh Dependency Study
Scalar velocity plot comparisons are shown in Figure 138 and Figure 139. Close
to the wheel-end, the velocity field looked very similar. In front of the wheel and out to the
sides, there was very minimal difference between the three meshes. Behind the wheels
and tires, there did appear to be some differences in the lower velocity/separation regions
that formed (denoted by arrows). In Figure 139, the velocity outboard of the trailer seemed
to fluctuate slightly between the different mesh levels (denoted by arrows). The velocity
under the trailer and in front of the wheel-ends was very consistent.
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Figure 137: Sectioned Polyhedral Mesh View from CFD Mesh Dependency Study

Figure 138: Top View Wheel-End Mid-Plane Scalar Velocity (Mesh Dependency)
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Figure 139: Full Top View Mid-plane Scalar Velocity (Mesh Dependency)
Figure 140 shows the velocity on a plane sectioning through the brake rotor vents.
Overall, the velocity was consistent between all three levels of mesh refinement. The
region directly behind the axle did show some differences, because this was a region of
separation with time dependent behavior that wasn’t fully captured by the steady state
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analysis. The HTC’s on wheel-end components are presented in Figure 141. They
matched well on the high temperature brake rotor. On the components that were set to a
lower temperature, near the simulation reference temperature, the HTC’s did show some
variation between the levels of mesh refinement. This effect was exacerbated on surfaces
that were exposed to more turbulence and time dependent behavior, such as the
outboard side of the hub within the outboard wheel cavity (denoted by arrows).

Figure 140: Rotor Mid-Plane Scalar Velocity (Mesh Dependency)
Velocity comparisons were also performed on two lines in line with the axis of the
wheel-end, directly in front of and behind the front axle tires (see Figure 142). The
agreement between these was very good, except in regions of separation or turbulence
that were showing time dependent behavior. The velocity curves for the front and rear
lines are shown in Figure 143 and Figure 144, respectively.
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Figure 141: Wheel-End Surface HTC (Mesh Dependency)

Figure 142: CFD Mesh Dependency Lines
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Figure 143: Velocity on a Line Prior to the Front Axle Tires

Figure 144: Velocity on a Line behind the Front Axle Tires
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FEA Mesh Dependency
A FEA mesh dependency study was performed using the Case 3 – Scenario 1
FEA model that was solved with the last updated set of HTC’s from the full simulation
analysis. The mesh was refined using the ANSYS Mesher by adjusting the mesh
relevance setting as shown in Table 21. Similar to the CFD, two additional meshes were
generated, for a total of 3 analyses to compare. The three meshes are shown in Figure
145.
Table 21: FEA Mesh Dependency Parameters
Level
Original
Level 1
Level 2

Mesh
Relevance
40
60
80

# of
Elements
134,509
258,351
421,338

%
Change
92%
213%

Figure 145: FEA Mesh Dependency Mesh View
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There was very little discrepancy between all of the temperature plots shown in
Figure 146 and Figure 147. Plots of the average temperature for the rotor friction surfaces
and the inner bearing contact temperature (Figure 148 to Figure 150), indicated near
perfect matching of temperature between the levels of mesh refinement. These results
indicated that the FEA mesh was sufficiently refined to capture the thermal behavior of
the disc brake wheel-end.

Figure 146: Rotor Temperature at 𝑡 = 720 𝑠 (Mesh Dependency)
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Figure 147: Temperature (Excluding Rotor) at 𝑡 = 720 𝑠 (Mesh Dependency)

Figure 148: Rotor Inboard Average Temperature (Mesh Dependency)
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Figure 149: Rotor Outboard Average Temperature (Mesh Dependency)

Figure 150: Inboard Bearing Contact Average Temperature (Mesh Dependency)
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12.5 Simulation Convergence
In order to establish the validity of the CFD, FEA, and coupled simulation workflow,
the convergence for each was monitored. Each of these is discussed separately in the
following sections.

CFD Convergence
To evaluate the convergence of the CFD analyses, the scaled residuals were
monitored in ANSYS Fluent. Some examples of the scaled residuals are shown Figure
151 through Figure 154. All of these examples come from the final simulation attempts
discussed in Sections 12.2 and 12.3 and correlate with the final FEA time of 𝑡 = 720 𝑠.
The plot for Case 1 (Figure 151) shows approximately 1250 completed iterations,
whereas the plot for Case 2-U and 2-F (Figure 152 and Figure 153) go out to 1500
iterations. Case 3 – Scenario 1 completed 3500 iterations. These differences were a
result of the overall structure and order that the CFD simulations were run in. In Case 1,
the CFD simulations were setup so that the design point solutions for FEA time points
initialized with the solve data from the ambient temperature simulation. For Case 1, the
ambient temperature simulation was first run using the first order spatial discretization
method in Fluent. This had decreased accuracy, but quick convergence for all residuals
less than 10-3. Next, second order discretization was used for another ambient
temperature run. The 𝑡 = 720 𝑠 design point then used that solve for initial data, so the
residuals continued. For Case 2-U and 2-F, the simulation strategy was changed
beginning with Attempt 4, so that each design point simulation built on the solution data
from the previous attempt for that design point.
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Figure 151: Final Attempt Case 1 CFD Residuals for 𝑡 = 720 𝑠

Figure 152: Final Attempt Case 2-U CFD Residuals for 𝑡 = 720 𝑠
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These aspects are pointed out on Figure 152 and Figure 153. For Case 3 and 4,
every simulation attempt built on the previous one, which explains why many more
iterations were used and stored in Figure 154. The change was made to increase the total
number of iterations throughout simulation attempts and gain increased confidence in the
simulation convergence.
Typically for CFD analysis, a reduction in the scaled residuals to 10-3 is desirable
to indicate a converged solution for all of the residuals besides energy. The energy
residual should reach a level of 10-6 [40]. For all of the cases except Case 1 during the
single order discretization run, all of the residuals decreased below 10-3, except for the k
turbulence residual and the continuity residual.

Figure 153: Final Attempt Case 2-F CFD Residuals for 𝑡 = 720 𝑠
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Figure 154: Final Attempt Case 3 – Scenario 1 CFD Residuals for 𝑡 = 720 𝑠
Some attempts were made during simulation development to refine the mesh and reduce
these two residuals; however, they were not reduced below 10-3. Because of this, the
average HTC’s on the surfaces were also monitored for convergence. They are plotted
for an example set of design points from Case 3 – Scenario 1 in Figure 155 through Figure
158. Figure 155 contains the HTC’s from 500 to 1500 iterations of the Case 3 – Scenario
1, ambient surface temperature case. All of the surfaces demonstrate good convergence.
The same was true for 𝑡 = 0.5 𝑠 in Figure 156, where the surface temperatures were still
very close to ambient. At 𝑡 = 360 𝑠 and 𝑡 = 720 𝑠, the HTC’s for a couple of the surfaces
began to vary and did not converge to a single value. This occurred because those
surfaces had a specified temperature from the FEA model that was very close to the CFD
reference temperature. In addition, some of those surfaces were exposed to regions of
high turbulence that wasn’t captured completely by the steady state analysis.
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Figure 155: HTC Convergence (𝑡 = 0 𝑠, Case 3 – Scenario 1)

Figure 156: HTC Convergence (𝑡 = 0.5 𝑠, Case 3 – Scenario 1)
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Figure 157: HTC Convergence (𝑡 = 360 𝑠, Case 3 – Scenario 1)

Figure 158: HTC Convergence (𝑡 = 720 𝑠, Case 3 – Scenario 1)
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The variation of these HTC’s was incorporating time dependent effects. This behavior
was deemed acceptable, because the surfaces with varying HTC’s had very low
temperature compared to the rest of the model and contributed very little to the overall
heat transfer.

FEA Convergence
The heat convergence of the FEA model was monitored within ANSYS Mechanical
for all of the simulations. Some example plots of the heat convergence for Case 3 –
Scenario 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 159 and Figure 160, respectively. ANSYS
Mechanical monitored the heat convergence and there were no issues with nonconverging solutions, which indicated the time step settings were appropriate to capture
the physical phenomena.

Figure 159: Case 3 – Scenario 1 FEA Heat Convergence Plot
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Figure 160: Case 3 – Scenario 2 FEA Heat Convergence Plot

CFD-FEA Coupling Convergence
To determine the convergence of the CFD to FEA coupling method, the
percentage difference was monitored between the average CFD surface temperature
specified and the resulting average FEA surface temperature within a simulation attempt.
The percent difference was calculated for all of the surfaces and for all seven FEA time
points within a given simulation attempt. A maximum and minimum value were recorded
and monitored for each simulation attempt to determine if the coupling error was being
reduced.
The maximum and minimum percent difference for each simulation case are
plotted in Figure 161 and Figure 162, respectively.
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Figure 161: CFD to FEA Average Temperature Maximum Percent Difference

Figure 162: CFD to FEA Average Temperature Minimum Percent Difference
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Both plots demonstrated that the percent difference decreased with each
simulation attempt. In general, the simpler cases (Case 1, 2-U, and 2-F) converged more
quickly and did not start out with such a large percentage difference. Cases 3 and 4, and
especially scenario 2, started out with much higher percentage, however, all of them did
fall below 5%.
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13.0 Conclusions
Class 8 North American semi-trailers are utilizing aerodynamic devices to increase
fuel economy and overall operating efficiency. The most popular trailer aerodynamic
devices are side skirts, mounted to the underbody of the trailer. The side skirts improve
fuel economy by decreasing the volume of airflow under the trailer and reducing the drag
created by the trailer suspension assembly. The decreased airflow under the trailer may
reduce the convection heat transfer from the foundation brakes, thus causing an increase
in foundation brake temperatures. A particular braking scenario of concern is drag
braking, where heat input to the foundation brake continues for a long duration. The
increased temperatures and reduced convection from the foundation brake may create
an increase in conduction and radiation heat transfer to the wheel hub and bearings. The
additional heat input to the wheel-end components could cause the bearing grease or oil
to break down, potentially increasing bearing wear or causing damage due to lack of
lubrication.
The primary objective of this thesis was to develop a numerical CFD/FEA model
for the study of heat dissipation from a semi-trailer disc brake. This model was used to
study the active parameters affecting heat transfer from the brake and quantify the
aerodynamic influence of trailer side skirts on brake heat dissipation. The second major
objective was to assess the active parameters determining wheel-end temperature and
analyze the impact of different braking scenarios. The outcomes of this research were the
determination of the thermal behavior throughout the brake and wheel-end assembly for
five geometry cases and two drag braking scenarios. Temperature distribution results
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were used to assess potential heat damage to wheel-end components such as the wheelbearings.
Steady-state CFD analyses were used to calculate average HTC’s on the surfaces
of an air disc foundation brake wheel-end. In total, five wheel-end and trailer geometries
were evaluated, with the final two geometries comparing a semi-trailer with and without
side skirts. A transient drag brake application was modeled with FEA to determine the
temperature distribution of the foundation brake and wheel-end parts in response to the
calculated HTC’s from CFD. For the two full semi-trailer geometry cases, two different
drag braking scenarios were run to study the impact of vehicle speed on the side skirt
influence to the brake and wheel-end. An iterative process was utilized to communicate
average HTC’s and component surface temperatures between the FEA and CFD models.
HTC’s were calculated in conjunction with constant component surface temperatures in
CFD, and then input into the FEA. The FEA was solved and the temperature results
compared to the assumed temperature values in CFD. This process was repeated until
reasonable temperature agreement between the CFD and FEA simulations was obtained.
The FEA geometry was axisymmetric to reduce the required computational resources.
Surface-to-surface radiation heat transfer was modeled, due to its significance at higher
temperatures experienced in drag braking. Thermal contact resistance was modeled for
two bolted interfaces in the wheel-end assembly, based on a linear relationship to
interface clamp pressure.
The CFD analyses provided insight into the primary aerodynamic elements around
the semi-trailer wheel-end that impacted heat transfer. The first of these was the wheels.
CFD simulations with and without the wheels demonstrated that the wheels are very
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influential in determining the convection heat transfer from the brake and wheel-end
components. Adding trailer side skirts does create a region of lower velocity directly in
front of the first trailer axle and they reduce airflow through the wheel-end assembly. The
side skirts cause a reduction in HTC’s; however, the reduction produced by the wheels
themselves is much greater. The was exemplified by the outboard rotor friction surface,
which demonstrated very little decrease in HTC’s with the addition of the side skirts,
because it is isolated within the wheel cavity. The CFD also showed that the reduction in
HTC’s due to the trailer side skirts was more pronounced for the second braking scenario,
which consisted of a higher vehicle velocity than scenario 1. At higher vehicle speeds,
and thus higher energy input, the brake heat dissipation is more dependent on
convection.
The results from the FEA, which was coupled to the CFD, first exposed a strong
dependence between hub and brake rotor geometry and the heat dissipation behavior.
The U-shaped brake rotor had a conduction heat transfer path to the hub that kept both
wheel bearings much cooler than a flat style brake rotor, even when both had similar
brake rotor temperatures. The temperature at the hub to rotor contact surface was also
much lower for the U-shaped rotor. For this reason, the trailer side skirts were analyzed
with flat style brake rotors, which represented a worst case scenario for the wheelbearings. The FEA demonstrated that adding the side skirts produced a measureable
increase in rotor and hub temperatures throughout the drag brake event. The temperature
increase was greatest for higher vehicle speeds, coinciding with the larger drop in
convection HTC’s observed in the CFD. In both braking scenarios, the drop in convection
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heat transfer created an increase in both conduction to the hub and radiation heat
transfer, with the conduction increase dominant.
The inboard wheel bearing underwent a substantial temperature rise over time with
the flat style brake rotor. The temperature at the bearing never crossed the damage
threshold of 121°C (see Section 9.1); however, it was very close all of the cases with the
flat rotor. Adding the side skirts to the trailer did cause a slight increase in temperature at
the inboard wheel bearing. The temperature change was greater for the higher vehicle
velocity braking scenario. Although the bearing temperature was not pushed over the
damage threshold, these results demonstrated that adding trailer side skirts can have a
measurable impact on the wheel-bearing temperatures during a long drag braking event.
A 720 second brake drag is a very severe brake use case. The results
demonstrated that even the cases without side skirts or wheels reached hub temperatures
approaching the damage threshold. The side skirts brought the hub temperature just a
little bit closer; however, factors such as the wheel geometry and hub/rotor geometry
appear to be even more influential on the temperature distribution of the wheel-end.
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14.0 Recommendations for Future Work
The coupled CFD-FEA in this study produced some very valuable insights into the
behavior of a semi-trailer air disc brake and its dependence on component geometry, the
presence of wheels on the trailer, and the use of trailer side skirts to improve
aerodynamics. To obtain these results and retain a manageable scope, there were some
simplifications and assumptions that had to be made. These now are opportunities for
future work and research. For the FEA in this study, the wheel bearings were simplified
with a solid piece of steel. Future work could develop a more detailed bearing model that
includes the effects of contact between the rollers and bearing races to better understand
the heat flow through the bearings. Heat generation from the bearing itself and the
presence of bearing lubrication was also not considered in this study. It would be valuable
to approximate these, since they could contribute to rise in bearing temperature. This
project focused only on drag braking, which has constant energy input and constant
vehicle speed. Although a 720 second brake drag is feasible, there are many other
braking scenarios such as brake snubs and shorter decelerations that occur during
normal operation of a commercial vehicle. These additional braking scenarios might prove
to be more severe on the brake and wheel-end components with trailer side skirts added,
which have the potential to reduce convection and increase risk of heat soak to the
bearings. Lastly, the analysis could be expanded upon to include the effects of heat
transfer from the tires, since their contact with the rims was modeled as adiabatic in this
study. Adding heat transfer to the tires and maybe even heat generation from them, would
ensure accurate rim temperatures, which impact conduction and radiation from the wheelend.
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